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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

In the seven county metropolitan area surrounding Minneapolis and St.

Paul. Minnesota. the condition. availability. and affordability of urban housing

are major issues for the nineties.1

New construction in outer ring suburbs is

attracting residents of inner ring suburbs who can afford its price.

Urban

dwellers who can alTord to move to inner ring suburbs with their larger lots are

leaving city homes.

At times, this results in abandonment of older urban homes

and spreading blight. Those left behind are disproportionately minority and low

income. those least likely of all residents to be able to afford home ownership
or ever-increasing maintenance costs.

In addition. a decrease in the number of young adults and others likely
to rent small apartments has resulted in high vacancy rates.

A combination of

these high vacancy rates and tax law changes have made investment in rental

properties less lucrative, so fewer people are investing in such properties, or
maintaining them properly.

Lack of investment and building maintenance

contributes to visible neighborhood deterioration, further encouraging flight from

neighborhoods surrounding neglected rental properties.
In response to these problems and the related ones of homelessness and
declining inner city and inner ring suburban tax bases, the "Regional Housing
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Similar problems of population loss and neighbor
hood deterioration have
been addressed in other urban areas in the United
States.

Some solutions

executed elsewhere may suggest workable strategies for
communities in the
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Minnesota. metropol
itan area.

One unique revitalization strategy, recently initiated by
a number of
residents ol‘ the Springﬁeld neighborhood in Jacksonville, FL and the
National

Trust for Historic Preservation. is attempting to stabilize the neighborhood and
improve

housing

alTordabtlity

for

stock
current

through

historic

residents.

preservation,

Springﬁeld

is

while

a

typical

maintaining
inner

city

neighborhood. with a racially and economically mixed population and a recent
drug problem resulting in an even worse neighborhood image than would
otherwise be the case.

It is similar to some inner-city Minneapolis and Saint

Paul neighborhoods, with structurally-sound but aging homes built around the
turn of the century.

(‘entral is a Minneapolis neighborhood of approximately

the same age. size and location relative to downtown as Springﬁeld. and suggests

itself as a reasonable subject for comparison with Springﬁeld.

Goals of the Study
Many

models

describing

factors contributing

to

neighborhood

and

community viability. growth. and revitalization have been published in the Urban

Studies and Political Science literature during the past forty years.
analyzing

these

models

and

applying

them

to

Central

and

Through
Springﬁeld

neighborhoods. I propose to identify factors leading to successful revitalization
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major builder

or designer who was responsible for
much of the home

construction in the area.
population size.

Each covers about one square mile and has
a similar

Both are still located in reasonably clos
e proximity to major

employers, and provide convenient homes
for working people.
Both neighborhoods decreased in prestige durin
g the Great Depression

and World War II period.

Housing was in short supply and large residences

were subdivided with resultant increases in population
density.

Both show

visible signs of decay, lack a substantial local economic
base, have problems
involving

crime,

prostitution,

and

drugs,

and currently have populations

consisting of approximately one-third white and two-thirds
minority residents.
Upon closer examination of the two areas, superficial similarities
give way
to real differences. While both areas have a similar majority/minority
population
split. Central is the more heterogeneous of the two.

Within the minority

population are signiﬁcant Native American and Asian populations (6% and 11%,
respectively, of total population). The Asian population has been an increasingly
visible and viable economic force during the past ﬁve years, with newly-opened
Asian restaurants, gift shops, and groceries adding an "exotic" ﬂavor to Lake
Street as it passes through Central neighborhood.

Springﬁeld, in contrast, has

a stark Black-White division among its population, and few unique businesses

are in evidence.
Economically. the neighborhoods are also distinct.

in greater Jacksonville/Duval County, Florida.

Springﬁeld is located

In 1980, Springfield’s median

household income was about one-third that of Duval County as a whole.
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('entral‘s median income in 1W0 was about 88“” that of Minneapolis as a
“hole

Proper!) talues shim \imll‘dr uide discrepancies.

In Springﬁeld. median

ouncr—mcupied propert} values in recent years were less than one-quarter that
of [)ux-al Count), Mule in Central. median property values were about ﬁfteen
percent

lex's

than

Minneapolis

as a

whole.

In

actual

dollar amounts,

Springﬁeld's median property values are about one third those of Central
Neighborhood.

The percentage ol‘ owner-occupied units in Springﬁeld is about

one-third that of Duval ('ounty. while the percentage of owner-occupants in

(‘entral is only about 20“” less than that in Minneapolis and almost twice that

in Springﬁeld

During the past ten years. 65% of owner occupied homes in
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Springﬁeld were valued at or sold for less than $20,000. compared with only
about 3.5% of homes in Central.

About 65% of homes in Central sold for or

were valued 111 540.000 to $70,000 during approximately the same period.
The ethnic and economic differences between the two neigziborhoods, while

substantial. are not sufﬁcient to outweigh their similarities. Central’s population,
while diverse. is still predominantly composed of minority group members.

While personal income and median property values in Central may be higher

than in Springﬁeld. ﬁnancing for purchase or substantial renovation of properties

Financing difﬁculties tend to decrease both the

is equally difﬁcult to obtain.

percentage 01‘ homeowners and the quality of building maintenance.

perception ot‘ both (‘entral and Springﬁeld

Public

This negative

has been negative.

public perception is reinforced by white middle class stereotypes about minority

populations and by media coverage of criminal activity, poorly-maintained,
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V380 Doto

.,

i”;
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,
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.

‘
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Figure 4
and other inner city
absentee-owned properties. and poverty common to these

neighborhoods.

The end result is that, regardless of the real economic or

demographic mix in either neighborhood, both are viewed as of low status and,
hence, deteriorated and undesirable.
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SETTING OF THE STUDY

In this section,

I shall present

geographic,

demographic,

historic,

architectural, and organizational portraits of the study neighborhoods, in order
to provide context for application of theoretical models on neighborhood

revitalization and interaction to be detailed below.

Description of many

contextual factors is crucial for full understanding of the subject, be it an

individual or a neighborhood. Some descriptive terms will be qualitative, others,

quantitative.

Both are needed for a full picture, as some models to be used

emphasize quantifiable factors such as economic base and demographics while

others emphasize qualitative, relational and other less-easily quantifiable factors.

Description of the Springﬁeld Neighborhood

Springﬁeld is a neighborhood of approximately one square mile located
directly north of downtown Jacksonville, Florida.

Jacksonville is located in

is
North Florida, about a half hour drive from the Atlantic coast, and

distinguishable from most American cities because uniﬁcation of its city-county

,
government, including the City of Jacksonville and surrounding Duval County
occurred in 1968.

Springfield was one of the city’s original streetcar suburbs.

storms,
Jacksonville’s temperatures are not extreme, although severe

humidity and salt air can take their toll on homes.

Major industries in the

10

area are banking and insurance and maritime trades, including a port facilities
and a Naval Base.

The city center has deteriorated somewhat since city-county

uniﬁcation, although recent attempts have been made to attract businesses and

tourists by restoration of older buildings such as the Florida Theater for office
and performance space and the Union Terminal as part of a new Convention

Center complex.

Springﬁeld was built at the turn of the century (approximately from 1895

to 1920), as a middle class and tradespersons’ community. After a large section
of Jacksonville burned in 1901, Springfield’s growth was exponential, as new
housing was desperately needed.

Most residential architecture was in the Queen

Anne or Stick Victorian, Prairie, or Craftsman Bungalow styles.

Victorian was

especially characteristic of the earlier growth period, and many of these homes

are quite large,

three full stories with

four or more bedrooms.

The

concentration of Prairie style architecture, which is unusually large for the

Southeast and is in fact the largest such grouping in the state of Florida, is

attributed to the decision of one of Frank Lloyd Wright’s students, Henry John

Klutho, to settle in the neighborhood.

Klutho designed many single family and

g
multiple residency structures including one particularly striking apartment buildin
along Main Street.

Many of the smaller homes, containing two bedrooms and

was
only one story, were built in typical Craftsman bungalow style, which

practical and relatively inexpensive to build and maintain.
The initial population included many immigrants, including a large Jewish

population.

The former Jewish Community Center now houses one of the few

ll

1“t ln‘lllUllons located in the neighborhood. a Job Corps center.

This is one

of only two such centers located in an urban residentia
l area (the other being
the llllll center in St

Paul. Minnesota) in the country.

number ot‘ churches. a lactlll)

There are also a

for homeless people. and, located between

Springﬁeld and downtown. a Junior College.

The three schools located in the

neighborhood proper, which were formerly "black" elementary schools. are slated
for closing or reuse as facilities for "problem students."

A large magnet

elementary school complex has Just been built near the railroad tracks along the
northern edge ot the neighborhood, as part of the desegregation plan developed
iii 19‘)” by the School District and the NAACP.

l'oda}. the Springfield neighborhood is bounded by a chain of parkland.
a freeway, railroad right of way and tracks. and a large hospital complex.

It

has \C\Ct‘.tl through streets. including two intersecting business thoroughfares.
lzighth and Main Streets

The population is approximately 6 “/a minority. mostly

African American. as compared with 27"” African American population for the
city as a whole

'lhere are also high percentages of institutionals (2291.), low

income and female headed (20‘ I) households.

In I980. median income of

sllgllll) over 85000 was one third ot‘ that for Duval County. and mean income.
at $8.860, was about 45".. ot‘ that for the County as a whole.

About 4 ”/u of

households ltxed in povcrl}

The neighborhood shows many characteristics of decaying. inner city areas.
Alter the second World War. many homes were converted into high density

residential uses.

In 1%‘0. only 22.4 percent of living units were owner occupied.
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h
compar
ed to 6..
percent
counttu
ide.
There are large numbers of scattered site

subsidized

rental

Construction

units.

of an

boarding houses, and congregate living facilities.

additional

twenty

scattered

site units is planned,

to

accommodate displacement of tenants resulting from demolition of Blodgett
Homes. a (‘54 Ullll low income housing project Which was built in the 19403 as

a "slum clearance low cost housing colony for Negroes". predating the 1949

federal urban renewal program, and has become dangerously dilapidated.7

ln wsn, 1s . ot' hung units in Springﬁeld were singlefamily. and by
1933, despite an intlut of "urban pioneers" who renovated their homes, the
number of single family units was estimated to have increased to only forty
percent of the total

Twenty percent of units were duplex. ﬁfteen percent tri-

or t‘ourplex. and Menu-live percent in live- or more-unit buildings.
Signiﬁcant deterioration of ph)sical infrastructure is obvious.

In one

recent \UHC), Inn of IHUU existing structures were found to be vacant and
boarded

In another. KS' , of existing structures were considered "substandard."g

In many places. original hexagonal block pavements remain, having never been
replaced or upgraded b). the city.

Media sources and the general population

l}ptC;tll) new Springfield as a dangerous place.

With the advent of the recent

"crack cocaine" epidemic. there is a more obvious drug problem resulting in an

even viorsc neighborhood image than would otherwise be the case. Prostitution

is also common. especially near Main Street.

l'ntil recently. financing to buy or renovate housing in Springfield was
elTectivel)‘ unavailable.

This may be linked to public perceptions of the area

——
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and resultant public policy and economic decisions
within both local government

and the lending community.

A R/UDAT (Regional/Urban Design Assistance

Team) study completed with the assistance
of the American Institute of
Architects in I985 indicated that the team "suspect[e
d] de facto red-lining,"9 or

ﬁnancial institutions' refusal to lend money based on prope
rty location.

Also,

insulTicient public funds had been directed towards maintenanc
e of existing public
infrastructure and other public services.

Currently.

four

groups

revitalization in Springﬁeld.

are

organizing

residents

and

working

on

These groups are the Springfield Neighborhood

Housing Services (SNHS). Historic Springfield Community Council
(HSCC),
Springfield Preservation and Restoration (SPAR), and Springfield Ecumenical
Ministries (SEM).

Each has a primary area of expertise and all try to work

cooperatively towards the common goal of revitalization.

SNHS and SPAR

work in the area of "bricks and mortar,” while HSCC and SEM are more

people-oriented.
SNHS has been primarily a lender of last resort, providing funds for low
and moderate income individuals to purchase or renovate homes.

Its staff

provide both financing and technical assistance. including workshops on various
aspects of homeownership and maintenance. One notable area in which SNHS
has done well is their "model block program."

which provided targeted funds

for speciﬁc blocks to encourage residents to improve and maintain their homes.
This program has been cited in the December 1991 draft neighborhood plan as
a factor in the increase in property values and visual appeal of the western half

14

0f Springﬁeld

Thc “Cslcrn half of the neighborhood has more homeowne
rs and

fewer absentee landlords than the eastern half.

Because of this factor, more

blocks in the itcstcrn hult‘ have participated in the model block program, which
requires Ni“) Pcrccnl homeownership on the block for
participation,

the eastern half

than in

The wider availability of funding for more comprehensive

block "lixup" for western half blocks has emphasized discrepancie
s between the
eastern and western halves of Springfield.

SNHS has worked loose as a member of the collaborativ
e. but my
sense from

speaking with Richard

llarrill. its director,

was that he was

accustomed to working within his informal network of bankers and was resistant
to any change in his or SNHS‘ previous activities.

Mr. Harrill had been

working in the housing arena locally for about a decade, and appeared to see
the present revitalization as good because it provided funds but not especially
exciting

otherwise

improvement,
acquisition.

not

His
in

interest

was

clearly

in

financing

and

housing

preservation interests except as a means to funding

llis attitude seemed to be that if it worked, he would try it but

not get too invested in preservation aspects of the project.
SPAR is a group dedicated to historic preservation of housing stock in
the Springﬁeld area.

lts membership has been composed largely of white, lower-

middle to middle class homeowners. who, until recently, have not even thought
about their low income or minority neighbors.l0
neighbors have thought

Minority and low income

about SPAR. and have seen its activity and its

15

identifying logo signs on homes ‘15 a threat, signifying impending gentriﬁcation,
increased rents and taxes. and displacement

SPAR'S

members have continued to create islands of property

improvement. bl“ hi“? “0!. until recently, expanded their vision to include the
majority of neighborhood residents.

One of SPAR’s expanded goals has been

to provide educational programs and materials about local
architectural history
and heritage in the public schools. in order to encourage a sense
of place and
pride in the neighborhood,

The goal is to counteract a prevailing attitude that

old homes are always had. and to teach neighborhood youngsters that old
construction has positive value. and that newer is not necessarily better.

HS(‘(‘ is a neighborhood group whose board is composed of residents
and business owners elected from each of the four geographical quadrants of
Springfield.

Its primary concerns are liveability issues, such as availability of

city services. infrastructure maintenance. public sector accountability, crime rates,
and resident organizing for block clubs. crime watch and similar programs.
HSCC has also coordinated activity with Southern Bell, in a successful effort to
install dial phones in place of pushbutton public telephones which had been used
by drug dealers to facilitate sales and wam "runners" of police presence through

beeper use
One of HSCC‘s major programs has been a volunteer street patrol, whose
purpose is to report crimes in progress, suspicious activity, streets, lights, or
other public amenities in need of repair. and other problems to the appropriate
authorities.

This program was recognized as exemplary in a competition among
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“Hume“ J’L‘MC‘ LC”! ‘” ‘Nl- ”1 P4”! because
of its major contribution to a
31! dareav: u: the crime
talc \tnCC its inception. There
have been three major
‘

1‘

.

b‘mcr‘ I“ H“ ( ‘ “"V‘Zml‘c‘i ”‘b‘my- The ﬁrst has been
that its funding base

“t uttslal‘lc. teljtizxg on rounda
tion grants.

The sewnd has been continued

dill-twin m Rummy Jud retention
of renter and minority Board members
.

The third has tween tesitleiits' per
ception that its mostly white patrol
volunteers

“CW “JUN”?

WU“! Nada Who were not engaged in
criminal activity.

Deborah i).l‘-l\, toizztct sl \1 outreac
h worker. viewed this problem as stem
ming
{min .i LILL. ot \UiillLli \(‘ll\lll\ll) and
understanding by White patrol members
lhal lltc lI-mtzwtml Ion lot \Ucldlllullon in the
Black community are on porches
or sltcclx

sl \1 l\ .l ctoup otgautzed at the suggestio
n of the National Trust for
Historic l’tescimtton to represent the interests
of low income and minon'ty
residents \tillell were not seen as having been
dealt with by the other three
()fg.tlll.'.tllnlt\

[here has lu-n signiﬁcant conflict between SEM and
some of

the other organizations and stalling has not been consi
stent.

However. SEM

has played .I signititant role If] attempting to gain cooperation
between parents
and school authorities about the new school built last year. organ
izing a parents
group to entourage cmhlrtlcllnn of neighborhood playlots.
and bringing an
alternate new

ot' some [\‘l‘et‘n‘cd neighborhood

problems.

SEM

has also

prontled A link to C\l\llllg \CI‘HL‘CS for low income neighborhood
residents, by

helping them .ittess clothing for employment interviews. clinic cards to obtain

mCdlc‘dl care through l‘ntxerstt} Hospital. and other social services as needed.

l7

lhe Springﬁeld Rentaltzation pilot project, initiated by members of SPAR,

”5“

“”d ”m -\“““”41

neighborhood

“LN tor Historic Preservation, has as its goal

stabilization

b}

displmcmcnt 0! LUNCH! TC\ldcnl\
.1 local

and

national

Historic

Prt‘l‘crl‘t“ “UHF “-1111 Street

use of historic

preservation

with

minimal

The entire neighborhood has been designated
District. with exclusion of a few commercial

The National Trust has made a Five year

“”"Wlmml 1” 1““ “Clilhbm‘lmod. tor technical assistance.

National Trust

PdrllLlPdllUll has made .i national design competition for the scattered site low

”KN”? “UU‘IHF WNNC

Dwignx for single family. duplex. triplex. and fourplex

striittiiics \Nillcil lCliCLl pt‘cxatltng neighborhood architecture are being solicited.
lhe hm intonie ilttthltlg “I” be paired with an equal number of market rate

strttcttttex lll order to llltlllllll/L‘ ll\ impact on the neighborhood as a whole.”
llomumneiship .md TL‘\pt)ll\lbiC rental programs are seen as the keys to

\tlccc\\ ol

the

t‘tUtCLl.

along

mth continued

Springﬁeld

HSCC (Historic

('omtntintt). (‘otinttlt .lcllHt} lll cttt/cn street patrols and crime prevention.

Research into etononnc detelopment in the neighborhood and marketing ol‘ both
homes and i‘thltxs opportunities there are also ongoing. The project has public
polic}

support

consideration

”0111

Honda

l'.xcctttive

Order

87-l01,

which

of costing archaeological. historic. architectural.

mandates

and cultural

resources .t\ part of .1” municipalities' required comprehensive land use plans.

According to Mr

iidrrl“ ol' SNHS. about 400 of the structures in

Springﬁeld had been renovated b} Spring. 1991.”

He noted at that time that

average dcqllhlllOn Huts would be around SS-Sl0.000. that average rehabilitation

l8

costs would be in the $25,000 to $35,000 range, and that
sale prices of
completed homes would be around $60,000. This would result in averag
e proﬁts
of about $20,000 per property.

The usual problem of displacement should be

minimal due to the large numbers of vacant and boarded structures
available

for initial rehabilitation.

A variety of innovative programs, such as $50.00

monthly escrow in a "limp fund," provide funds for ongoing upkeep, and
25%
of the housing stock renovated will be designated for low income homeownership
in perpetuity.

Major obstacles to effective revitalization of the neighborhood have been
lack of funding, the scattered-site, unplanned and uncoordinated approach to
development emphasized in the past, and public perceptions of the area.
Rehabilitation of only one or two buildings on a block has provided little
overall improvement in appearance, so that property values have not increased
consistent with the financial resources invested.

In addition,

there is a

concentration of scattered site low income housing, and Department of Housing
and Urban Development "modest design" standards have resulted in structures
which do not reﬂect prevailing architecture, as any architectural detailing beyond
a bare box shape is considered "too expensive."14

Thus a number of plain,

incompatible, preexisting scattered site houses remain.

Since Springfield is viewed as dangerous, people and institutions have been
reluctant to invest in the community. The lack of funding availability and poor
return on investment have severely limited willingness to invest.

A major

intervention in this cycle by the current revitalization program has been

—
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concentration of funding for acquisition and improveme
nt of properties in the
neighborhood.

SPAR has sponsored annual home tours and events with the

local hospitals. major employers, and the University which empha
size the beauty
and convenience of Springﬁeld as a place to live.

Concomitant with this has

been a concentrated effort by HSCC to combat crime in the area, reason
ing
that. if the incidence of crime decreases, perceptions of the neighborhood
will

improve and willingness to buy there increase.

Description of the Central Neighborhood
Central Neighborhood is an area of about one square mile, located about
1.5

miles south of downtown

Minneapolis,

and directly

Minneapolis' and St. Paul‘s downtowns by freeway.

linked

to both

Two exits to Interstate

35W are located along the neighborhood‘s western boundary, with easy freeway
access to Interstate 94.

The neighborhood originally developed as a streetcar suburb in the late
1880s.

L'ntil 1885, there were still a significant number of 40 acre parcels noted

on city platts. some of which were being farmed until around 1890.
Minneapolis. where Central Neighborhood is located, is a northem city.

It has warm summers and extremely cold winters, with temperatures commonly
below zero in midwinter.

It was settled around the same time as Jacksonville.

and Central Neighborhoods period of major development spanned 1890 to 1920,
similar to that of Springﬁeld.

The majority of housing at that time was built

by working class tradespeople and middle class professionals, merchants, and

ff—r
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“hilt? collar workers. Platts show that in 1892. about six blocks were over
half-

built. in 1893. about double that. plus two churches, a school
and a fire station,
and by 1914, 4s of the available blocks were half-built,
with the construction

of an additional school and church. Development proceeded rapidly through
the
rest of the 'teens

B) the mid-l920s. a third school, at least one more church.

and a library had been added. along with the majority of the curre
nt housing
\lOCk_ 9.“ .‘

of which was built prior to 1940.

Architectural!). Queen Anne and Stick Victorian. Prairie. and Craftsm
an

Bungalow sl}l are all represented. in approximately the same proportions as

in Springfield

In addition. during the period 1900-1910. a fair number of

American l'otirsquare homes, typical of the Minneapolis St. Paul area. were
built

llie latter are typically smaller than the Victorians. with two story. three

bedroom homes being quite common.

Most of the bungalows date from the

late 'teens through the twenties.
During the Depression and the years following World War ll. many of
the larger homes in (‘entral neighborhood were used as boarding houses or
comerted to two. three. four. or five unit buildings.

uses did

In many cases these new

not conform to existing or new zoning requirements; they were

"nonconforming uses"

Some of these were not discovered by the Zoning

Department. others were allowed to continue. or were "grandfathered in." when
their nonconformity was discovered. especially if financial hardship would have
resulted from a change. The population density increased significantly.
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(‘entral‘s boundaries include Interstate
35W to the west, Lake Street to

m“ ”Um" “m 5”“! 10 the SOUlh. and Chicago Avenue to the east.

Lake

Street 1‘ 4 ”WW Gust-west artery which contains a number of local commercial

areas and traierses most of near-South Minneapolis conn
ecting Minneapolis“
western suburbs with Saint Paul.

[I formerly was a major streetcar route. and

contains parts ot~ seyeral major bus routes today.

Thirty-eighth Street has a

bus route and many small businesses along its length. as well as the Sabath
ani
('omiiiunity ('enter. where many community agencies. programs and activities are
located

(‘hicago .’\\Cllllc is a major north-south street which traverses many

local business nodes on its way through mostly-residential South Minneapolis
and two major medical complexes en route from Central Neighborhood to
downtown

It was also an early streetcar route. and contains major bus routes

today

lhe l‘)(\ll\ and early l‘)7l)s brought major changes to the neighborhood.
By WM, when .i major suney of Minneapolis neighborhoods and their needs
was completed.

there was a signiﬁcant Black population. especially south of

1hth Street. although the minority population of the city as a whole was small.
Studies at that time noted that the neighborhood lacked adequate green space

or any playground. and had a lower median income than the city as a whole.
Route .‘SW was being planned and built.

Initially. several blocks of

l’ourth Axenue were acquired and cleared. supposedly for Freeway construction.
It was then decided that 35W would be sited west of Third Avenue. so a large
tract bounded by and including the west side of Second Avenue and the east
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"dc 0“ 510““ A‘CHUC was acquired and cleared instead. with demolition of a
“rim ”umber 0" lurn ol' the century structures.

Freeway construction resulted

‘“ ”‘L'W‘N‘d ””0113“ ”Lillie on 31st. 35th and 36th Streets due to the entrance

and exit ramps located there

35th and 36th Streets became one-way. running

in opposite directions. to facilitate tralTic ﬂow.

The Freeway increased public

perception ot. the neighborhood as a place to be traveled through, as rapidly as
possible. rather than \isited or lived in.

Mcarmlnlc. the Honeywell (‘orporation acquired the Fourth Avenue sites
and built iiiespeiisixe suburban-style housing. which was sold under a low to
moderate income homeownership program.

The resulting structures clash with

the remaining Libric ot' the neighborhood. all the more since long-term residents
remember the demolition ot~ man) solid old Victorians to make way for these
"ugly boxes"

Resentment still lingers from both freeway construction and the

Fourth .’\\CllllC protect

ll)
Asian. o

193st), (‘entral's population was 4 ‘31, minority. including about 1%
\atne American. and 35“» Black.

Central included about twice the

female-headed family percentage of the city as a whole, 8 ‘11, more population
density than the city as a whole. 40% more families with children than the city

as a whole. almost three times as many families in poverty as the city as a
whole. and a median household income over 10% less than the city as a whole.

the I‘Nk have brought further physical and demographic changes to
the neighborhood

(‘entral High School was cl0sed in I982. and. coincidentally,

the School Board did not adequately winterize the building for later reuse.

The
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ﬁrst winter water pipes burst in the building. and its condition declined rapidly.
Repeated attempts to close the neighborhood library have failed, thanks to
neighborhood activists. although this remains an ongoing struggle.

New rental

and homeowner townhouses were built on the former High School playing ﬁeld,
improving housing stock. but diminishing available green space.
properties

burned.

many

were condemned.

and

some

Some older

renovated.

population has increased by over 1,000. from about 7.100 to 8,200.

Total

The

number of Asian Americans. largely Laotian and Hmong, has soared, with their

percentage

of residents

preliminary data),

increasing

from

1% (1980 census)

to

11% (1990

Percentage of white residents has declined by about a third.

and percentage of black residents has increased by 20%.

The total minority
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population in the neighborhood is about 65%, simil
ar to that in Springﬁeld.
although much more diverse.

Perhaps coincidentally. the median value of home
s in Central relative to

the cit). as a whole declined signiﬁcantly. from about 3% less
than the median
in

1931

to

15“» 1e» by

1989.

A number of factors are likely to have

contributed to this trend.

()nc \uch factor is redlining. Redlining the Central neighborhood by
local
tinanctal tll\llltlllon.\ has been documented by ACORN” and in the local
L'ttnlllltlllll)

prev"

()ne family's experience included a $35,000 dilTerence

bctvtccn their property‘s actual purchase price in 1981 and its appraised value
In tt, mth the appraiser citing as rationale the location in a "declining

Centre Demographics
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neighborhood" which “as "economically obsolete."

This assessment of the

“618%”t “115 ironic. EMU massive revitalization on the next block, recent
JWSWUO“ 0‘ [he block on which the home was located as a historic district,
and [he PR‘C'WC 0‘ the family‘s Very successful retail store within one mile of
their home
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inilhlill} to obtain ﬁnancing for purchase or rehabilitation of homes in
the Neighborhood. combined “ith the age of existing structures. is consistent
with :in increase in absentee owiership and decrease in housing quality and

property values,

Statistics show a decrease from 37.9% to 34.1% owner

occupied residences between NS] and 1989.
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Median Value

Cerilr 3! ”Minneapolis

l 985
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Figure 8
A second laclor is public perception of the neighborhood.

The media

have olteii used (‘entral as a metaphor for the problems of the inner city.
Inaccurate statistics in the media have overstated the percentage of Blacks. and.
although

.‘vliiineapolitans

like

to

consider themselves

cosmopolitan

and

enlightened. preludice against minorities of all kinds and the places they live
continues

'I'his preiiidice is reflected in the perceived "desirability" of an area

and results in lowered median prices of homes there.
A third factor in the declining median value of Central homes relative to
median values in Minneapolis. but not directly related to conditions in Central.

was

major

inﬂation

neighborhoods

in

the

price

of housing

in

"desirable"

Minneapolis

This increase elsewhere could have skewed the entire city's

median values relative to those in Central where such inﬂation did not occur.
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The Increasing relative difTerence in median values of housing reinforces the
PUbliC perception 01icenlral as a "bad" place to live, and keeps median values

down b) lowering the values appraisers will allow and new buyers will pay for

property

Conditions in Central have begun to improve during the latter part of the

1980s.

In mid-decade. the media painted the neighborhood as a dangerous

place

Signs of decay were rampant. from pornography emporia on Lake Street

to the closed (‘entral High School. to vacant and boarded or substandard
housing

There was a signiﬁcant crack cocaine problem and prostitution

associated with both pornography sales and drug use was common. especially

along the lake Street and 31st Street corridor to the north.
(‘NIA and other organizations became proactive in planning for housing
improvement and economic development and in working with authorities to solve
crime related problems.

Block-wide redevelopment. combined with resident

control of rental housing on the block is one means used to control population
density and to impose social sanctions for negative behaviors.

Block club

organization and block watch programs have contributed to the effort.

Most

of the pornography related business properties on Lake Street were conﬁscated

by the Federal government for back taxes in 1990. providing new opportunities

for healthy business development.

Activist residents got and held the attention of elected ofﬁcials and civil
servants in the Parks. Police. Inspections and other city and county Departments.

resulting in badly-needed infrastructure maintenance and improvement. The need
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for battles with

public

oflicials and civil service bureaucrats continues,

as

reﬁldcn“ “8*“ it" mdmlcnimcc 0f such amenities
as the local library, which may

be closed despite its historical signiﬁcance as
one of four original "Carnegie"

libraries in lhc city and for continued access to Lake Stree
t from Interstate
35W
('entral currently has four churches and
a mosque, a branch library, a

COHllllllllll) center. and a recently constructed park within its bound
aries. A few
other churches meet at the Sabathani Community Center, and
many social
seruce agencies are located there.

97‘ ,. ot' (‘entral‘s housing stock is over ﬁfty years old. meeting one basic
requirement tor a historic districts

One block containing 24 structures on the

western edge of the neighborhood. the "Healy Block." was so designated in 1990.
as a significant collection of turn-of—the-century Victorian homes constructed by
Theron l’ Heal}. a major builder and developer from the late 18805 through
about 1910
The ('hicago-lake commercial node is on the neighborhood‘s northeastern
corner. and the Nicollet-lake commercial node is three blocks to the west. along
Lake Street

A large elementary school complex is located immediately to the

east. across (‘hicago Avenue at 34th Street.

A magnet K-Rth grade school is

planned for construction at the Park site, with construction beginning in spring
1992‘

The school-park site is also targeted for expansion to include a school-

readiness center by September. 1993‘
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Organizations currently active in Central Neighborhood include the
Central
Neighborhood Improvement Association (CNIA). Saba
thani Community Center.

Southside Neighborhood Housing Services (SNHS), Minneapolis
Community

Development Agency (MCDA). Community Crime Prevention (CCP-SAFE). and
the Chicago Corridor Task Force.

At times, various ad hoc groups. including

block clubs, two predecessor community participation groups to CNlA, the
Southside Housing Action Council, ACORN, COACT, and Honeywell. whose
world headquarters is located two blocks north of Lake Street, have been

involved in housing and other redevelopment efforts.

CNlA. Sabathani. and

CCP-SAFE are largely involved in quality of life issues. while MCDA and
SNHS focus more on "bricks and mortar." building issues.
The city of Minneapolis designates community participation organizations
to represent residents' wishes in decisions made by official bodies. CNIA is the
designated community participation organization for the neighborhood. and has
served in that capacity for over ten years.

It is governed by an elected Board,

composed of twenty two people who "live, work or own property in Central.”
Representatives are elected from each of eight geographic districts in the

neighborhood, eight "at large," and to represent landlords.

businessowners.

renters, social service and youth serving agencies. and corporations in and

around the neighborhood.

Many city actions. including grants to organizations,

zoning variances, issuance of major building permits. and a variety of licenses

(such as liquor, towing, grocery), require favorable action by the Board. acting
on behalf of residents.

CNIA also works with CCP-SAFE in organizing block
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Chm“ and conducting “orbhon‘ on Personal safety and other
issues

In

addition. ( MA has recently taken an incr
easingly active role, working with the

MCDA m nc'ghbmhow d“dol‘ment.

This has included participation in

blOCkMdC tnS WHUHNUOD 11> Part of a
public-private-nonprofit venture, as
well as an ongmng program of loan
s and matching grants for storefront
renovation. combined with streetscaping alon
g Lake Street and the northernmost

block of fourth Axenue
Sabathatu

(‘enter

is

a

non-profit

social

service

and

development

corporation which purchased a closed Junior High Scho
ol building about fifteen
years ago and has been renovating and operating
it for community and nonprofit organizational otlice. meeting and other space
.

Tenants in the building

include

offices.

(‘ouiity

organization,

social

sexeral

seriice

and

organizations

other program
serving

members

a

folk

of minority

dance
groups.

nonprofits seisuig people “1”] disabilities, two neighborhood organi
zations.
including (‘.\l:'\. organizations serving families and young children, employ
ment
and training

groups. a non-profit weatherization program. dance and theater

groups. and _\ottlh programs
community

The former schoolyard is used in part for a

garden. mth ties to a self-sufficiency program for low income

families and the food shelf

Sabathani is actively involved in current efforts to

provide support sen-ices for young families through the Way to Grow project.
The Way to (irow project is a collaborative effort by a variety of city.

county

and nonprofit

agencies to provide information.

access to services.

coordination of services. and support to pregnant women and families with

3]

)OUDF “mum“ ”1 Mlnnt‘dwlh

The program is set up on a community-wide

MM“ and ”HM“ “C ”mm“! b) home visitors who live in the comun
ity.
sum“ “’6 dc“¥““d 1” ““1“ '4”) families who wish
them. and include medical.

educational. and others
Community

('rinie l’rexention-SAFE (CCP-SAFE) is
a unit

Mmm‘dWll‘ PM“? IkP-H'lmcnl's (’ommunit)‘ Relations Divisio
n.

the

um!

I\

to

”Clgili‘ﬂliluoti\

by

itttpt'me

Inc-ability.

including

personal

of the

The goal of

safety.

in

city

working with residents and coordinating action by city

rcgtlidlot) .iiithoiitm

lath neighborhood is included in a district. and each

district has .i \it‘wylmlcd community organizer who works with a
police officer.

These stall itieiiibeis lfdlll block club leaders. provide assistance
to residents in
matters of [X‘lsnlldi safety such as workshops, information about crime watch
and ()pctalttiti II), and facilitate coordination of city services to deal with

problem pt‘opettics .iiid solxe conflicts in the neighborhood.
Honey well (‘orporiition has provided funding for both community building
and housing cuthll'llcllolt and repair

lts efforts have included funding for some

neighborhood (ll‘gdlll/Alltln and planning. fixup funds. relocating and renovating
some homes which were rcmmed for corporate expansion. and current interest
in enuronmeiital lead cleanup. early childhood development and family support
NCFVICLK

.‘sl(‘l)/\ is the housing and economic development agency of the city of
Minneapolis

lts “lilIOF roles include coordination of community participation

group input to cit) agencies. providing funding for purchase of residential and
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commercial

buildings. as well as new construction and building rehabilitation

pIOJCL'h. making recoiiiiiieiidations for zoning chan
ges and providing technical
expertise on construction

issues

Sunllwdc Neighmrhooa Housing Services (SNHS) is the local unit or the
NC'BhN‘rt Rmmcstnient Corporation, and provides funding for mortgages
as well as l’iinding and technical expertise for new construction
and renovation

of residential properties in an area of South Minneapolis which includes Central
Neighborhood

In NH. a nonproﬁt developer approached CNIA with a proposal to
build illgil-dcthtl} timnliouses on several lots located in an already crowded
block

Block iesidents obiected to the increased density which would have

resulted, and proposed an alternatiie plan

From this situation developed two

whole-block housing upgrade projects. whose goal is reduction of population
density and iiiiproienient ol' housing stock consistent with the neighborhood‘s
architectural style

Sonic scvcrci) deteriorated properties were razed and replaced

with subsidized new construction single family homes whose rooﬂines and other
architectural detailing echoed that of original construction in the neighborhood.

Less severely damaged structures were renovated and brought up to code for

either rental or sale

Block residents chose whether to remain on the block or

to moi-c. and were assisted in relocation if they decided to move.
The block revitalization projects have been undertaken by a public-private

partnership including (NM. MCDA. and a major private builder.

The original

project. on the 3100 block of Clinton Avenue South adjacent to the historic
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"“c‘”) 810‘“. “ 111mm! completed.

The second. on the 3100 block of Fourth

Avenue South. one block farther east. is in its acquisition and
final planning
stage. with L'UHSIFUL’UUH due to begin in Apri
l. 1992.19

Lake Street. one block to the north. is targeted by CNIA
for economic

and

commercial

dcwlopment.

neighborhood's image.

with

associated

goals

of improving

the

prmiding useful services for residents. and providing

local employment and entrepreneurial Opportunities.

The initial phase of this

commercial deyelopmenl plan includes streetscaping and facade upgrade grants
for a lite-block stretch of Lake Street and telemarketing empty storefronts on
that thoroughfare to CXhllllg and prospective businessowners.
Major

gmernment

and

foundation

funding

have

been

involved

in

redevelopment on the 3100 blocks of Clinton and Fourth Avenues. 1990-9]
L‘OllSlruellon ol (‘entral Park on the site of the former Central High School. and
L‘Ottslrllc‘lmn ot a new Job Service Center at the southwest corner of Chicago
Axenue and lake Street. which is currently in process.

Central is included in

the l’msderhorn (‘ommunity Way to Grow project. which is currently organizing
and exists to document needs and coordinate services for families with young
children

The

.‘S’etghimrhood

was

recently chosen

for

inclusion

in

the

Neighlmrhood Reutalization Program. which will make available additional funds

for projects directed at improving liveability for residents.
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aromas ()l- ('(isrsit'xt'i‘v AND NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT

1" 1t Nation. 1 shall examine a number of models of physical
neighborhood

dcx‘rtpllt)”.

development

and

function.

and

sociological

neighborhood and conllllllnll} description development and
function. The former

deal pflllldrll} with "bricks and mortar" issues, such as types and numbe
rs of
struetiires

the latter eriipliasize human relational aspects of neighborhood.

cnnlmttntl}, arid lULdl residents. and are often based in Ferdinand
Toennies‘

"WWI“ MUM Wllﬂ‘l‘l‘ 0" scmeinschafi and geseiischari.” After description
of a number ol models, the) will be applied to each study neighborhood.

[:arl} L'rban Renewal Efforts
During the late 194m. members of Congress became aware that areas of
major cities had increased in population density. and appeared aesthetically and
ph}\lc;tll) deteriorated
inconsistent

with

international leader

These areas projected a negative image of the country.

the desired

image of the United

States

as a

wealthy.

Also distasteful was the appearance of visible poverty. in

a country percciied as forward thinking and rich.

The response to this was

passage of WW urban renewal legislation (Anderson 1964).
B} the earl) Nous. two major approaches to urban renewal had been

attempted
at 4]

The first was clearance renewal. or redevelopment. discussed below

This was found to be ineffective; those who primarily benefitted from
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it were priiate dmclopers. who bought cheap land from the government and
bum h‘gh Pm“ rc‘lds‘mldl or commercial structures, with the bottom line

improied by extra tax beneﬁts.

By 196], it was clear even to Congress that

simpl) monng slums was not effective.
0‘5““? hW‘mE \IOs'ls was introduced.

Then, the concept of rehabilitation of
The goal of such programs was to make

financing available and affordable by subsidizing interest rates and increasing

repayment periods :'

In an early study of renewal, Anderson concluded that, as

ll “1“ PNs‘ltccd. it did not work.

Application of cost-benefit analysis resulted

in findings that between 35“. and 46% of properties were not feasible to
rehabilitate.
rehabilitation

either

because of excessive debt service or rent increases or

costs in excess of the amount the FHA could insure.

If tax

increases were allowed. the number of properties which were not feasible to
rehabilitate rose to iiliiiost 70%;".

lixisience of funding for both clearance and rehabilitation programs. most
of which were administered with little attention to their impact on people in the
neighborhood. provided fertile ground for academic research.

The new- field of

urban studies grew up around studies of population displacement (Schill 1983.

Nelson wssi. interaction within neighborhoods (Jacobs 1961, Ahlbrandt 1984.
Greer 1962. ('renson 19K}. Wireman 1984). and impact of physical changes on

existing residents (Downs 198]. Smith and Williams 1986, Laska and Spain
1980. Peterson. I‘M).

Case studies also dilTerentiated between successful and

unsuccessful attempts at revitalization in a variety of neighborhood contexts

(Dommcl ELM. I982. Schoenberg and Rosenbaum l980).
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A5 ”16 Importance of maintaining neighborhood iden
tity in the face of

remahmm’”

ham“ “1“” Processes were designed to provide for such

COMM”) ((iarnham 1935).

During the 19705 and 1980s, historic preservation

came into its own as a vehicle for revitalization.

This raised further questions

regarding displacement as it related to Class and
racial diversity (Anderson 1985.

McGee lWl)

Some organizations. such as the National Trust for Histo
ric

Preservation. worked with local preservationists to encourage
maintenance of
sense ol~ place in urban and small town settings.

From such interaction came

the "Charleston Principles." which encourage consideration of historicity
and
sense of place in future land use. revitalization, economic development. housing

and transportation planning efforts. and emphasize education and empowerment

of culturally diverse populations to build civic priden
finally. as neighborhood residents became active in a variety of attempts
to improve their own territories and minimize external meddling. community
organization literature blossomed (Alinsky 197]. Fisher and Romanofsky I981.

Boyle WM), I‘m-4t
No analysis of significant factors for revitalization attempts would be
complete without drawing from the literature in at least physical. economic. and
socio-political aspects of neighborhoods and their renovation.

With this need

in mind. my analysis- will begin with examination of measurable factors. such as
economics. demographics. and documentation of structural soundness.

It will

then proceed to less measurable factors involving human interaction in the
neighborhood forum. whatever its physical condition. and conclude with speciﬁc
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interactional “”0“ related ‘0 POPUIation transition and diversity typical of the
revitalizing neighborhood.

Neighborhood Development Models

Based on physical, economic. and social status characteristics,
Hoover and

Vernon have posited a general scheme of urban neighborhood development
for
"cradle to graw" neighborhood history (Cited in Laska and Spain, 1980)”.

This

consists ol~ ll\C stages. and progression of a neighborhood can theoretically

proceed in either direction along the continuum represented.
Stage I
'I'he neighborhood is built from the "ground up," and is
composed prlllldrll) ol' single family or other small residences, with fairly low
population density. and in one or more architectural styles prevalent at the time.
Status ol~ the neighborhood is high. with moderate. middle income. or above
residents

Stage 2
lncreased density evolves from the addition of multi-family
dwellings. larger apartment buildings. and increased commercial properties.
Social status decreases as population density increases.
Stage 3
Original buildings are showing signs of decay. percentage of
owner occupants is declining. original buildings are subdivided. industrial and
other uses enter. status decreases as density increases.
Stage 4 The buildings are obsolete and decrepit. most residents are low
income renters, population density is high and status low. this is the proverbial

slum

Stage 5. ll~ the neighborhood is near the city center. through private
investment or government action. the original buildings are razed and replaced
with new development. The developments may attract moderate to high income
new residents. Status rises with the new uses.

Not all neighborhoods reach stage 5 according to this model. although
stage 5 is not inconsistent with the concept of upgrading through gentriﬁcaton.
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In

.
r
,
LIL-hborhoodz And
m
m Anthony Downs applies a

N s' y
-

neighborhood

chanve
E contin uum

, loped
deye

by ,

HUD to

the problem of

neighborhood rcy‘italization (DOWN I981)? Either improvement or decline can
occur at any stage along the continuum. and will
impact on property values.

The continuum is comprised of:

{Stage 1-

Stable and Viable (No signs or decline, high status and

amenities. rising property values)

Stage 2

Minor Decline (Many families with few resources.
higher than

onglnal population density. lower status and amenities, visible
minor physical
deliciencles in structures. stable or slightly increasing property
values.)

Stage .3
(‘lear I)ecline (Renters nearly dominant, high absentee
ownership, lower social sIaIUs and amenities, many conversions to high density
uses. minor physical deﬁciencies widely seen. may be some abandoned housing.
declining property values)
Stage 4 lleaiily deteriorated (Subsistence level households numerous. low
status. “litJOF physical deﬁciencies in most housing, abandonment widespread. low
to negatixe cash llow on rental properties. heavily declining property values)
Stage 5 l'nhealthy and nony‘iable (Massive abandonment, terminal state.
expectations are nil. yery lowest status and income levels)
These stages are comparable to those deﬁned by Vernon and Hoover. in
that most newly constructed areas are in stage l. stage 2 and the HUD stage
2 are roughly comparable. and stage 3 appears to consist of points along the
”(TD continuum ol‘ Stages 3 and 4‘

Stage 4 appears similar to the HUD

stages 4 and 5. and Stage 5 is beyond the wasteland of heavy deterioration.
Practically speaking. most American neighborhoods fall within stages one to
three.

Speciﬁc factors may influence the stage and direction of neighborhood

development.
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Neighborhoods also have life cycles. similar to those of organic beings.
Th6} N31” '4‘ OPCn land. cleared or platted for construction.

Some are

ConS‘rUC‘Cd “ll‘dl'O’NC‘ b) a builder or corporation which owns all land in the

area

Others may be sold to individuals and developed lot-by-lot over time.

The useful lite of a neighborhood may be prolonged by continued maintenance

and UPBTNH‘P 0i Pmpcrties. it may be cut off by a major disaster such as a

fire. series ot' tortiados. or hurricane. or it may experience gradual decline
through normal aging oi the housing stock.

As with the stages noted above.

declines can he reversed at any time. through actions of residents, policymakers.
or both

'lypieally.

“Cttilhlcr.

higher status residents have moved to new

construction on the periphery of the settled area. leaving their former homes

behind to house those of lovver status and income.

This is the pattern

occurring in Minneapolis and St. Paul. which was noted by the Metropolitan
(‘ouncil‘s Housing Task force and cited above.

Neighborhood Upgrade Models

[)tmns also suggests three major types of neighborhood housing stock

upgrading

lle distinguishes them as originating with indigenous neighborhood

population

or

improvement

through
are

external

redevelopment,

forces.
incumbent

These

three

upgrading.

types
and

of housing
gentriﬁcation.

Incumbent upgrading and gentriﬁcation are also extensively discussed by Clay

(Clay.

l9xti),”' and applied to his study of neighborhood upgrading in

Washington. l) C.
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Rcdﬂs‘lstpmcnt originates outside the neighborhood, based on public
policy deg-[Hulls and public funding or public~private partnerships.

Location of

redevelopment is based on the area and those in power‘s perceived public good
that existing structures are substandard and can only be improved by their
replacement

Initial residents are ignored in the original decision. and the

primary concern for the residents is their relocation where mandated by law or

policy
urban

'I‘ypical is the type of "urban renewal" facilitated by the 1949 federal
renewal

program

Properties are acquired

by eminent

domain.

demolished, and the land used by local government or sold to private developers
for new construction. financed at least in part by public funds.

Freeway. new

hospital and school construction adjacent to Springfield and Route 35W, late
woos Fourth Avenue construction. and

expansion of the park-school site in

(‘entral are examples of this type of revitalization.
Incumbent upgrading, unlike the other kinds of revitalization. is not
externally imposed, although it may be facilitated by external. public policy

decisions which make funding available to residents.

By definition. it results

from decisions of current residents to improve their living conditions and is

more empowering to initial residents than either of the other two kinds of

revitalization
moderate

to

Typical incumbent upgrade neighborhoods are working class or
lower

middle

income

neighborhoods.

populations and a significant percentage of homeowners.

with

relatively

stable

Incumbent upgrading

limits displacement to those residents who wish to move. and provides financial

and technical tools for those who wish to remain and improve their homes.

4]

This type of upgrading is epitomized by the Neighborhood Housin
g Services

located m man) “6““ 0f the COUNT» Which provide ﬁnancing alternatives for
residents unable to obtain conventional ﬁnancing. Both Central and Springﬁeld
have “CU"? NHS units.

CNIA’s block redevelopment projects and the low-

moderate income and rental directed aspects of the Springﬁeld project dovetail
with this approach

Gentriﬁcation is imposed from without, as well to do individuals or
couples,

Listiall)

without

children.

remodeling or. ol'ten. restoration.

buy homes and privately ﬁnance their

Areas subject to gentriﬁcation are chosen

based on location. architectural and historical signiﬁcance, and individuals‘
preference for a given type or design of home. The initial residents of the area
are insigniﬁcant to gentriﬁers. who often have little to do with their neighbors
unless they are also gentriﬁers.
in rents. property.
displacement

of

The result of this activity is a general increase

taxes. and purchase prices of area
original

residents.

even

long-term

homes. resulting in
ones.

Most

often.

gentriﬁcation will occur in Stage 3 or 4 neighborhoods. convenient to downtown

business areas and amenities and possessing either architectural "charm" or

historic signiﬁcance which can increase the value of initial investment.

A

variation on this type of revitalization. which would attempt to overcome the

displacement

of original

residents and limit rent.

tax and purchase price

increases. is being attempted in Springﬁeld.
There are recognized sociological stages. documented by Gale (Gale.

1980).? in gentriﬁcation revitalization of neighborhoods. These stages may result
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in dillerent types of social interactions. both among new residents and between

old and new R‘sidents m the “ca

“W “N “-1126 h also known as the "urban pioneer" phase.

Both

Springfield and ('entral hLHC been in this phase for the past decade. with first-

time home bU-‘U‘ P“”"‘*~‘l”8 and using "sweat equny" to rehabilitate distressed
properties

()ne term applied to these early homeowners in deteriorated areas

1‘ "Wk ””l‘t‘ﬂmlh." meaning that they do not care that they are risking their
aCslmcnl

'lhese lllllldl pioneers may inhabit the fringe of regular society;

those lning "countercultural" lifestyles. such as artists. designers. mixed race

couples. and liomoscutals frequently take this role.
a ntche \Mllllil the existing community;

threaten the existing social fabric,
code and impronng

Often these residents find

they are few in number. so do not

The pioneers begin bringing properties up to

the neighborhood‘s appearance.

After a few years.

increasing media attention and visible improvements in housing stock may attract
somewhat more "risk prone" settlers,

These "risk prone" are often young professionals. single or married with

no or very young children

Their incomes are often higher than those of the

pioneers. and their attitudes towards cultural and class differences are not usually

as accepting

Some intend to remain, but many are primarily investing for

future gains when they sell their homes.

Some new businesses catering to the

tastes and economic resources of the newcomers may open.

Displacement of

lower income residents begins. as the neighborhood is seen as "desirable" and

market forces of scarcity come into play.

Also. costs of residence may increase
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as property taxes rise concomitant with physical improvements,

It is at this

second ””36 that comm“ begin to arise between the settlers and the original
residents they are displacing.

Once mil‘3”.\'r<=n0\'ated areas have become thoroughly middle class, the

lhird 511186 0f alriliuilion. that of the "risk averse" buyer, begins.

These

inhabitants may make some improvements. but tend to buy from pioneers rather
than original residents.

Property value is a key consideration; the risk averse

are not seeking bargains. as they can afford market price.

More specialized,

expensive businesses enter the area. and increase conﬂicts between the incomers

and an} few remaining original residents.
Bcrr)

(Berry.

I985)“ notes a sequence of inner city neighborhood

population transition from higher to lower social status as new construction

becomes available around the city‘s periphery. This is called a "filtering" concept.

in that. as older homes are vacated by those who can alTord to move. they

"filter down" to those who have less income available.

He notes that the

revitalization process typified by gentrification as a contrarian movement to this

usual downward filtering

llis model for revitalization is similar to that of

Dow ns." in that it examines both demand and supply side forces, combining the

two to determine the likelihood of successful revitalization for any specific
neighborhood.

Berry notes six conditions for successful revitalization.

These are loosely

definable as locational. aesthetic. social and economic factors.

Locational

factors include deﬁnable boundaries and a location near downtown or other
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amenities

Ac‘lhmls‘ f‘dclors include historical and architectural signiﬁcance with

potential for rehabilitation

neighborhood groups

Social factors include existence of strong, influential

Iiconomic factors include initially reasonable costs.

combined yyith confidence that a significant portion of the area will be upgraded

With resultant improvement or government services. He notes also the tendency
for inmovers to be relocating from elsewhere in the city,

rather than retumingi

and the inverse relationship of pioneering behavior to family size.

Further,

36”) "01L" ”Ml mmoycrs tend to be highly educated and that often couples are
both employed in professional, vyhite collar. or technical ﬁelds.
Doyyns cites similar revitalization success factors. but further specifies
demand and supply side characteristics. both of which are required for success.

Supply side factors are those resulting in availability; demand side factors cause

inniovers to seek out the area subject to revitalization.

Locational factors cited

by Downs include (demand side) nearness to amenity such as lakefront. parks.

another reyitali/ed neighborhood. or a strong downtown business district. access

to good public transportation and schools. and (supply side) long commuting

times from suburbs to doyyntoyyn.

Aesthetic factors include (demand side)

perceived safety and (supply side) brick housing or housing with other interesting

architectural features in relatively good condition. Social factors include (demand
side)

formation

of small.

childless

households.

in-migration

of non-poor

households, distance from public housing facilities. and (supply side) a strong

homeowner-dominated neighborhood organization and commitment for increased

city services.

[iconomic factors include (demand side) rising real incomes.

and
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(supply side) loose housing market with restricted development of high-priced

”bum” h”““n‘:" “" rent CONFOI. ﬁnancing availability, and presence of
multifamil) buildings which can be easily convened to condominiums

Neighborhood Viability Models
ThCOfL‘UL‘d”). some of the same factors leading to successful revitalization
might contribute to the \‘l;lhllil} of a neighborhood regardless of its condition

of repair

Man} of these factors may be interpersonal, rather

than physical.

in nature
Schoenberg and Rosenbaum (Schoenberg and Rosenbaum. 1980)") have
suggested a tour-part paradigm for lower class neighborhood viability. and have

applied it to retitaliztng neighborhoods in St. Louis, Missouri.

Many factors

cited by Schoenberg and Rosenbaum are based on human interaction, rather

than specific plt)stca| or economic characteristics of the neighborhood.

Some

parts of their model conform to elements for success suggested by both Berry

and Downs

In addition, Schoenberg and Rosenbaum‘s is one of the few

analytical schema directed specifically towards blue collar and lower class
neighborhoods. so that it is most appropriate as a viability measure for the
stud) neighborhoods

The llndCl’ag requirement for definition of any neighborhood is that it
be a geographically-defined

area with clear boundaries.

Schoenberg

and

Rosenbaum find geographic proximity insufficient for viability without the

addition of four additional propositions.

The first proposition advanced by
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Schoenberg and ROsenbaum is that common norms regarding acceptable public
behavior are enforced. This is reminiscent of Jane Jacobs‘ oft-repeated anecdotes
about "eyes on the street" and the safety function of public sidewalks and
implies that. when neighbors observe deviant behavior or trouble on the street,
the) will act to stop it,“

The second proposition advanced is that a formal,

internal structure vvhich defines the neighborhood, its leaders, and communication
routes. estsls

This need not

be a community council per se, but may be a

church or churches. sports club. businessmens‘ club, school, or combination of

several organized groups.

The key factor is formal control of communication

and a leadership hierarchy vvithin the neighborhood.

The third proposition

requires either local branches of public or private resources or leaders who
provide linkage to such resources to meet residents‘ needs.

These resources may

include libraries, social services. and schools, for example. or political ward

organizations vvhich provide easy linkages to needed resources and information.

The ﬁnal proposition holds that communication among organizations and people

continues over lllllL‘. leading to growth. or at least stability, in neighborhood

netvvorks and continued adequate provision of city services.

Relational Models

Another vievs of needs and goals related to strengthening neighborhoods
is expressed b). Wireman (Wireman. 1984))2
.

vvithm
.

neighborhoods,
,

.

Wireman

draws

For her analysis of relationships

upon

census

data,

.

Tonnies

.11
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gemeinschaft gesellschaft model of interpersonal relationships in large groups, and

C0016)" dcnnm‘m‘ 0" W‘mi”) imd secondary relationships.“
Primary

relationships use the German "du" informal address, and are

They include

”1053 WWW“ ”1 ”W ccmschuft.community/village scheme.

famil). PIMBWUP- “MC mend-x and other relatively intimate relationships which
involve a good deal of self disclosure and resultant vulnerability.

The physical

locus of such relationships is both public and private.
Secondat} relationships use the formal German "Sie." are formal.

.stem from the gesellschalt hll\lllC\\ mode of relationship.

and

Examples include the

shopping relationship. citizen participation in government. and other "amis‘

length" business transactions

The physical locus of such relationships is public;

there are iiiiiiiiiial secrets here and the interaction is open to public view.
Wireiiiaii describes an intermediate type of relationship. the "intimate

relationship.

secondary"

\Ahlch

she notes as being especially

common

in

and
community organizations of all l)pc.s and fulﬁlling a variety of individual

group needs

Such relationships are based on a formal connection. such as

the degree
Board or block club membership. and members have choices about

of self-disclosure “1”] which the) are comfortable.

These relationships have

agendas and formal
quasi-social aspects. in that not all interaction is based on
may be part of the
meetings. block parties and other less formal interactions

pattern.

The locus of the relationship is most often public.

Roles which are

ionship is based in public
primary in the relationship are public roles. The relat
r than personal traits.
role Obligations and their perfomiance. rathe
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Members have definite role obli
gations derived from their
pertormance of other secondary gro
up tasks. The essence of the
trust relation that deselops in an intim
ate secondary relationshi
Ls not that of personal friendship
but trust in the otheii
participants character and conﬁdence
in one‘s own ability to rely
on or at least Judge the accuracy of infor
mation given
For
example. one respondent noted that one man cont
inually aslced her

about the opinion of the Jewish congregation on certa
in matters.

When .she asked why he did not call the cong
regation leaders
since”). her responded that he trusted her information
because he
knew her‘

WWW“

NCW'ldé”)

neighborhoods.

according

rClullonsl'lips

are

especially

useful

to Wireman. because they enable

in

diverse

formation

functional iietwoiks transcending racial. social and other boundaries.

of

One key

element for maintaining this transcendence is use of public meeting places.
Wirenian “flies (ii .in apparently-successful block club whose participation rate
dropped Lifttsllc‘dii) wheiieser meetings were held in homes, and whose social
events were minimal!) successful.

She notes that

b} using public meeting places. the leader was able to include all
of the diserse residents of the block in their public roles as
neighbors _\el still permit them freedom in individual selection of
friends lot more intimate primary relationships. Only by meeting
in a public place did people overcome social distances so that they
met as equals. neighbors temporarily setting aside any differences
in stattis. tastes. or values

V.

B) using on!) public meeting places. any real or imagined notions of "turf' may

be bypassed. enabling full participation of a greater number of individuals.

(its-en social. racial and class dliTL‘rcCS in both Central and Springfield. these

notions of intimate secondary networks and public space as organizing tools
appear especiall} Useful
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Another organizational interactional view of the neighborhood is deﬁned
b) (WNW t('rcnson‘ WU) V (‘renson views neighborhoods as incarnations of
Locke‘c "political society." the informal control mechanisms within a territory

which CHANG 11‘ rwdcnts to coexist with a reasonable degree of regularity and

peace

Tho I\ based upon assumptions similar to Schoenberg and Rosenbaum‘s

first Prupuslllull. need tor informal agreement regarding public behaviors,

The

territoriality ot the neighborhood is primary. and often provides the only linkage

for those liyilig lll ll

'l'his is especially clear in more diverse neighborhoods

such as (‘cntial and Springﬁeld. many of whose residents are so racially, socially

and economically disparate that linkage through kinship or membership in any
voluntary group is unlikely

in the sense tliai

it

Membership in the neighborhood is voluntary only

is goyerncd by

one's choice of geographic location.

"Because ol the simple rule that everyone must be someplace. the neighborhood

is probably the society's most compulsory voluntary association."m and the public

role ol

"neighbor"

is so

generally

deﬁned that extreme actions

on

the

individuals part would be necessary in order to evade it.

(‘renson yieyss locke's idea as intermediate between formal political

n the
organization and anarchy. between the public and the private. betwee

police
family. mth lack of public sanctions and the government with major

pmyer

The political society has aspects of both. and as such is somewhat

s. more formal
analogous to Wireman's concept of intimate secondary relationship

nment contractual
than kinship but less "arms length" than business or gover

relationships

a force
More important. (‘renson views the political society as
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which can work to preclude chaos when all other formal governing modes
appear ‘0 "MC ”"1““ do“n. as in the widespread urban rioting in the wake

of the ClHi rights niotement.
1“ W'W’mne With. ('rcnson‘s neighborhood polity appears to be the
informal intimate secondary network built upon trust in

players‘ public roles

and character. and in one‘s ability to accurately interpret players’ speech and
actions

It is the underlying relational matrix which facilitates operation of

more formal business and governmental operations.

It is indigenous. arising

from residents msn perceised needs for order and views of morality.

It

suggests lioste's notion of community. as rooted in citizen activism and shared

traditions, while proiiding individuals with a sense of belonging and esteem
(Boyle, WM), WM)

lzliiah Anderson (Anderson 1985) has written of the problems attendant

on race and neighborhood transition.” The interactions he describes are typical

of those imma in a neighborhood in which Gale's "risk-prone" individuals” have
settled

t’sing tut) ildjolnlng neighborhoods in an eastern city as his paradigm‘

Anderson describes the social interactions resulting when newly-arrived middle

e" through
class residents (both Black and White) devise schema for "safe passag

individuals
streets and public areas in which they are likely to encounter

pCTCClVCd as "dangerous."

The common aspects of trying to guarantee safe

and accepted "street
passage include "mental notation." "stereotypic perceptions."
etiquette "
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1mm] “0mm”

””01“” ongomg observation of those on the street, in

an “Hemp! 10 “nd m” “h" "belongs" and what each person‘s role in the
nelghbo’hm’d 1*

[WCNWHM People may meet or speak with each other

perh'dl“ In the Mike of a fire or other emergency situation.

Even if they do

"01 *PCJR' rc‘ldcm‘ rCs‘Ota Cils‘h other, and develop some familiarity with and
trust in the area. yyhteh may subside in the wake of a crime, but is then

rebuilt

Mental notation provides a basis for common knowledge about and

discussion of the neighborhood. and is part of the foundation upon which
stereotypes are htttlt

"Stereotypit perceptions" are drawn from both personal and collective
experience. the latter in the form of media reports or interactions with friends
or neighbors

'lhe mayor stereotype operative in changing neighborhoods, on

the part of both Black and White residents. especially those in the middle class

ytho hate ret-ently entered the neighborhood. is that young Black males are to
be ayotdetl, stnee they are likely to be criminals or gang members.

This

stereotype may be oyereome if the Black male is dressed in a suit. carrying a

briefcase. or in some other manner appears white collar and upper class.

Middle class people of all races appear most timid on the street. most

afraid of assault

'l‘hey supervise their children more carefully than working

class residents. perhaps because they are less comfortable on the street or

because they are in the minority in a changing. revitalizing neighborhood.
L'ltimately. Black youths may resent the stereotypes of them as gang members,

and may oy'erreact. trying to frighten middle class passersby.

More often. the
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show of hruutdo on the part of these youth is directed at other
youth. and
unintentionally

llttpdc‘ls on others on the street.

(”hum dmmnw‘ “1‘0 pl“) a part in Public interaction.

As noted

above. ””6“ “““l'hlu‘l” ‘5 P4”! of Black culture, and is less significant in

many Whllt‘ wmmumttcx

Perhaps because of this difference, Anderson notes

that Whites deter to Blacks in use of public space.‘l

The Black residents are

comfortable socializing In public, and. especially where they are in the local
mJJOHI). go about their

business regardless of who else is present.

White

residents tend not to address incoming Blacks directly, but. either through
discomfort or tear. to look askancc or leave when signiﬁcant numbers of Blacks
have congregated 111 a public space such as a park or a street.

There is a

Black hegemony. m Much Blacks become viewed as either dominant successors

or invaders tn U\C of public space.

”Street etiquette" l\ comprised of generally accepted behaviors which result

from mental notation. stereotyptc perceptions. and neighborhood oral tradition

and folklore about \slt) people act as they do and what enhances safety.

includes

the

Black

hegemony

in public spaces noted above.

It

as well as

assumptions about how qlltc'hl} to walk. appropriate amounts of eye contact.

and appropriate responses to different visual types of people.

Street etiquette

appears to be more dependent on class than on race. and older Blacks of any
class often take on a "protector" role with regard to those of any class or race
who appear uncomfortable on the street.

As with supervision of their children.

themselves
middle clttxs residents of all races are more dependent on distancing
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from «\U‘Pltwlh Olhcrs on the street than are working or lower
class residents
or pusxcrxb}

APPLICA'I‘IUN or: THE MODELS TO SPRINGFIELD AND CENTRAL
UM“ the Preceding dc‘k‘riplions of both study neighborhoods and of the
neighborhood development models drawn from the literature, comparisons are
needed

'I o what extent do an) of the models apply to either neighborhood?

Can the models. or a combination of them. help us to understand Springﬁeld
and Central. and to suggest future directions?

Ideally, concepts from the

literature can be applied to. first. understand the context of the present study

and then Used to analyze critical success factors for revitalization and to project
directions

for

successful

revitalization

and outcomes of ongoing

projects

Common lactors reported b_v a number of authors may be critical to analysis

of similar cases

l;speciall_v in a comparative case study. isolating common

critical factors retlected in previous research and applying these factors to each

case can help determine vvhether these factors are generalizable to other. similar

cases

The critical factor model thus obtained may then be applied to other

settings and its general applicability further tested.

Neighborhood Development Models
At the time of the original RUDAT study in 1985. Springfield was
clearly at

stage 4, as described by either Downs or Vernon and Hoover. that

is. heavily deteriorated,

46% of households lived in poverty.

homes vvere vacant and boarded.

Over 10% of the

85% of housing was substandard.

Crime was
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.
ram
pant

/

”K‘

of propertieI s were absentee-owned, compare
d with a county.
,, . ‘
poy.
wide li'ure ol‘ M r.
,

b

between

m) “as common.

85‘0””

and

36'000'

compared

Household median income was

with

a

county-wide

$15,000.

Infrastructure repairs and maintenance had been infrequent
and inadequate

3mm" were “M' ““d “hi” Parkland there was had been poorly maintained.

DOWNS AND HOOVERNERNON MODELS
Physical Condition of Neighborhoods
LEVEL
ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE

DQHHS

HMBNEBNQN

StabteNiabte
Minor Decline
Clear Decline
Detenorated
Noni/table

High StatusNiable
Lower Status/High Density
Some Decay
Decrepit/Slum
Razed and Redeveloped

Downs 1%1. Leslie & Spain 1%0

Table l

llmtcu‘t. re\cr\;il of the trend. as noted by both Downs and Vernon

and Homer. was pthﬂhlc

Some new residents had bought homes and were

beginning to restore them.

There was an active preservation group. and some

residents were also beginning to work on ﬁghting crime in the area.

The

neighborhood \Mts convenient to many sources of employment and services. The

neighborhood. Csc‘tLlll) sections of its commercial areas. still appeared desolate
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in spring oi

1991. and

Property values have not increased substantially,

remaining L” “hm” onc'founh 111086 of the county as a whole

Residential

POCKC“ “ho“Cd “ignlﬁwm improvement, and further changes were planned. The

crime rate had fallen significantly in response to street patrols. A new small

park “a” bang completed The neighborhood appeared to be approaching stage
3 again

Based on the Downs Vernon and Hoover continuum model, Central did
not decline as far as Springfield had.

With only about 1-2% of homes vacant

and boarded. less than 25“.. of homes deemed substandard, and more amenities.
such as new schools and a library branch. convenient. it was nonetheless ﬁrmly

ensconced in stage 3
In the mid-eighties. the major vacant and boarded structure was old

Central High School. belonging to the School Board. and neighborhood activists
were pressuring some action from that body.

Crime was a problem. ﬁnancing

was difﬁcult to obtain. property values were declining, and population density

was high

Neighborhood status was quite low, and still declining.

Median

property values remained level through the eighties. although those for the city

as a whole increased by about twenty percent. Median income was signiﬁcantly
lower than for the cit) as a whole. $12,000 as compared with about $14,500.

23"” of residents lived in povcrl). and about 62% of properties were absentee-

owned. compared with 52"“ in the city as a whole.

In the positive direction. many block clubs were active. and there were

funds
both an active neighborhood association and some housing improvement
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available through cu). programs and the
Southside Neighborhood Housing

SCNW‘

NOW WNW] lml‘rmements can be seen, but the neighborhood as a

whole still with in stage 3

Neighborhood Upgrade Models

DUN“ (”Ml dud BC”) (1985) each suggested a number of factors which
contribute to \ucccxxlul rcxitttlizution of older urban neighborhood
s.

BERRY AND DOWNS MODELS
Factors for Successful Revitalization

BERRY

MS

'Defmee Bumdanes
'Near Nnenilues
Mstoncailkvmtmcmq

'Near Amenities(D)
“Long Suburban Commute-5(8)
Signiﬁcance

Ilﬁﬂue'tha‘ Groups

SReasonabte Costs

SConﬁace m Upg'adm;

8dr, 1‘35 0mm m:

Perceived Safety(D)
-Interesting Buildings(S)
alnﬂuentlal Groups(S)

Slncreasing Real Incomes(0)

SLoose Housing Market(S)

SAvailable Financing(S)
SRestricted Suburban Development(S)

(D) Oemmd

Table II

(5) Supply
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Downs breaks these factors into supply
side and demand side. terms

“huh or'gm‘uc m “Umm'” Supply side factors describe what is available in
the marketplace

want [0 haw
both models

Demand side factors describe what people or other entities

'Ihc rm” major SUb‘YPCS of factors defined by Berry relate to
'I hese include locational (indicated by .), aesthetic (indicated by _

l. 50W” “”d'sdls‘d 5} ”l. and economic (indicated by 3) factors.

Locational

factors relate to physical location of the neighborhood relative to other parts of

Aesthetic

the C”) “”‘1 “‘ “-“l-‘NC BCOEWPhiC. service. and other resources.

factors relate to usual .uid subjective perceptions of the neighborhood. such as
its appearance oi \.tlcl_\

Social factors relate to residents, groups and their

interaction within and outside the neighborhood.

Economic factors relate to

lnllduul ui area-wide funding availability. costs, or similar factors.

For

revitalization to be successful. many or most of these factors should be present:

the fewer present. the less successful revitalization will likely be.

Both (‘entml and Springﬁeld neighborhoods contain significant locational

Both have well-defined boundaries and are close to

factors for success

downtown. although Springfield is within walking distance and Central is better

driving or bus distance

By car, Central is about five minutes from downtown

Minneapolis and fifteen or twenty minutes from St. Paul.

From Central. one

can take a single bus to the popular Lakes area. or walk to Powderhorn Park.

a large. 100 year old park a few blocks east of Chicago Avenue.
Springﬁeld

both

have

convenientls located

large school

complexes

adjacent

Central and

and small

However. Central also has a community library.

parks

Both are
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convenient ‘0 mu“) 500d} service and church organizations.

In both areas

“can” "’6 01W“ UWdcd and suburban commutes are long. increasing the
desire for relocation near the citv center

( CNN] and Springﬁeld both contain signiﬁcant aesthetic resources in the

architecture ol‘ their diverse. structurally-sound housing stock.

Each has some

historical “IS“lﬁt‘dns‘C. although that of Springﬁeld is somewhat more important,
due to its role as major survivor of the great

Jacksonville

1901

ﬁre which ravaged

Neither is considered "safe." although Springﬁeld has improved in

that area as a result ol' the llS(‘(‘ (‘itizen Patrol‘s ongoing activities and their
impact on the crime rate
and oi historicttv,

Due to the slightly higher degrees of perceived safety

Springﬁeld appears more likely to succeed on aesthetic

grounds
('entral‘s neighborhood groups are. for the most part. older and more
stable than those in Springﬁeld

The two NHS units are approximately the

same age. and have a similar l‘unding base; other active organizations are much

Older tn (‘cntt'aL and appear to have more stable funding bases.

CNIA.

although ll must rcapph for operating funds each year. is in the unique position

of l‘ormall) representing residents‘ concerns within local government. and thus

has some level of funding virtually guaranteed.

In addition, CNIA has

successl‘tillv applied for grants for a large number of projects during the past

ﬁve years. and has realized its goals. at least in part. on most of them.

Each

neighborhood has had a number of small. non-poor households moving in as
a result of local eﬂ‘orts to market homes and attract desirable residents.

Based
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on median Incomc‘ the number or non'Poor residents, both new and old, in
Central appears to be greater than their number in Springﬁeld
.

Socially Central

appears more likely to be successful than Springﬁeld.

Economic-all}. both neighborhoods contain large numb
ers of reasonablypnced. repairable. architecturally-interesting homes, in regions where suburban
housing is expensite
(“‘C“ ”W man) “was in which the two neighborhoods are similar, and

the less signiﬁcant ditlerences, likelihood of successful revitalization, based on
ENVY“ and Umsns' criteria, is about the same for both neighborhoods.

Neighborhood Viability Models
Both (‘entral and Springﬁeld are considered to be relatively low-status.
uorkmg or lower income, neighborhoods.
neighborhoods

suggests

that

Schoenberg

This public perception of the two
and

Rosenbaum‘s

analysis

of

"Neighborhoods that Work" is appropriately applied. Both study neighborhoods

conform to the lllltiCl'i}lllg geographic definition in Schoenberg and Rosenbaum's

low—income or uorktng class neighborhood viability theory.

They are distinct

geographically, mth major thoroughfares. freeways. or different uses dividing

them from contiguous neighborhoods. Residents identify with their neighborhood
rather than with the cit) as a whole.

Both neighborhoods also meet proposition one, at least to some degree
and in local block club areas;

There are some cultural differences. notably
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NEIGHBORHOOD VIABILITY

Criteria and Indicators
cm gm

Indicators

Agreement on Public Behavior

Surveillance

Social Network (Formal/Informal)
Shared Public Space Used

Formal Organizations

Stable or Rising Membership Over Time

Linkages to Resources

increased Funding

Rise in Number of Voters

Gr0up Interaction Over Time

Goal Accomplishment
Goal Congruence With Other Resources
Schoenberg 8 Rosenbaum, 1%0

Table III

disagreement between white middle class values and black lower class values.
about the street as an appropriate meetingplace, which can result in localized

However. \Hlll regard to most types of deviant behavior, such as

conflict

public drunkenness. prostitution. drug dealing. and crimes against persons and

property. including domestic \iolencc. there is generalized agreement.
without

organized

crime

watch

or

patrol

intervention or at lc.tsl summon authorities.

programs.

neighbors

With or
attempt

In Central. the formal network for

action has been through block clubs and work with the CCP-SAFE program.

in Springﬁeld. the formal network has been through HSCC'S citizen patrol.

Proposition tvto appears to be met by existence of HSCC and CNIA.

rcspeetivelv

Both

organizations do have weaknesses.

in

being primarily
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identified “uh homeowncn and WWW”) having difﬁculty in retaining renter
representatives

HS(~(~

has

neighborhood minor”)

also

been

PMar‘ily

identiﬁed

with

the

White

(‘NlA's Board has been about evenly divided betw
een

black and white participation for at least the
past three years, with leadership

on the llxcculne (‘ommittee also divided. Efforts are now underway
to actively
recruit Asian and Native American members.
Proposition

three appears to be show Central as more viable than

Springﬁeld. L‘\[X‘L‘l.tll_\ it resources located in or adjacent to the neighborhood are

considered

lhe librgtr), many branches of county departments at Sabathani, the

new

the

park.

new

Job Service Center at the Northeast corner of the

neighborhood, and the schools adjacent to and to be built in the neighborhood
all provide ens} access to services.

Central's City Councilwoman, who is

currently ('ouncil President. has been very responsive to her constituency and has

wielded considerable power on the neighborhood‘s behalf.
In Springfield. there are few local facilities other than the hospitals and
their

clinics.

and

the

new

school

along

the

periphery.

The

previous

councilmember w as well educated about preservation issues and represented that
faction's mlcrc‘sls well

(ieneral city services certainly did improve in the past

five years. in large measure due to continued action by HSCC members and

stalT

degree

However. that councilmember was defeated in the last election. and the

of responsiveness

to

preservation

and

revitalization

by

councilmember. who lives outside the neighborhood. is still unclear.

the

new
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neighborhood

four also appears to ﬁnd Central

as the more stable

During the past five years. CNIA has continue
d to seek out and

obtain new sources of grant funding. and has expa
nded its sphere of influence
and the scope of projects in which it has been involved, even without

the

participation 0" "b“; guns" such as the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

Springfield residents and activists have admitted to the tenuous
nature of
their organizations' continued existence. with the exception of SNHS.
recently lost its executive director. due to inability to maintain funding.

HSCC
SEM

has onl) a part time outreach worker. again due to inability to maintain a
funding base

'l’he director of SPAR was originally a volunteer and will likely

continue in that manner even after funding is no longer available, because she
believes

in

the organization‘s

mission.

All government

employees and

L'Olllmllllll) people \Hlil whom I spoke noted that a primary role the National
Trust had played in neighborhood revitalization was providing credibility and
increasing the willingness of foundations. banks and other large institutions to
provide needed funding

()ne estimate was that National Trust involvement in

revitalization brought as much as $6.5 million into the neighborhood.”

Based on the four parameters outlined by Schoenberg and Rosenbaum.

Central appears to be more functional than Springfield.

This viability should

be an asset as increased elTorts to improve the area's housing stock are entered
into.

Any such revitalization efforts require participation and cooperation of

existing organizations and infomtal networks for their success.

Such soc1al-
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organizational
communtt)

interactions

are

described

by

Wireman

in

the

context

of

organizing

Relational Models

Wireman's notion of intimate secondary relationships is,
by deﬁnition,
applicable

to

the

\arious

community

groups

which

are

active

in

the

neighborhood Me of both (‘entral and Springﬁeld. Relationships endure at some
level eten atter Incll\tdtt.tl\ hate left a board or task force. based on their length
of sernce and degree of commitment to the organization.
networks L‘.\l\l.

“lllcll

haxe been

harnessed through

Informal helping

block clubs and.

in

Springfield. through SIM and SPAR. Wireman‘s emphasis upon need for public
meeting lucttlluns has been confirmed b) local experience. although geographic
location of the public meetings has also been a factor in attendance.
In Central. onl) recentl} has a centrally-located public meeting facility
become axailable. at the DC“ park facility.

Prior to renovation of the gym.

most meetings “ere held at the librar) or Sabathani. in the southern half. or

at an

American

legion

post

the northern

in

half of the neighborhood.

Residents of the northern half of the neighborhood often complained that the

southern locations were "too far." and residents of the southern area complained

that the northern site “as "too far."

of the

American

participants.

Legion

post

In addition. the location and reputation

raised safety

concerns

for some

meeting

who feared unwitting involvement in street lights outside the
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building

While pubilc facilities were unavailable. block clubs
were difficult to

5w” and m‘”m‘“”' C‘WUi‘“) 0n racially and socially mixed blocks

Some

homeowners C‘Pft‘\\cd reluctance to invite low-income renters into their homes
claiming if“ ”i *l‘b‘cqucm robbery.

This fear was often based upon

stereotypes about the nature of low income apartment dwellers and their
family
networks

SPrint-".101d “Plum to deal with the problem of public meetingplaces by
U51“? (’rb'd’lll-tlmtts' Mikes, all of which are located relatively centrally and on

main thoroughtaiex

SLM has also met at area churches which. while

dedicated to a particular religion, are nonetheless more public than homes would
be

(‘renson‘s 1”).t of the neighborhood polity varies in its applicability in
Springfield and in (‘entral

’l‘he community organization in Central has more

formal legitimacy because of city planners' intentional division of Minneapolis

into

"neighborhoods"

and

and

"communities"

organizations as formal resident representatives.

the

recognition

of given

Thus. CNIA holds some more

formal ability to aid or sanction individuals by supporting or denying license or

For example, concerns over behavioral

funding requests than does HSCC

control

at a

proposed

teen center recently led CNIA and two adjacent

neighborhood groups to oppose a parking variance which would have permitted
its opening

This opposition provided support for the Councilmember‘s attempt

to block l\\ll;lnL‘C of the variance. pending further documentation of how control
.

over youths‘ behavior would be maintained.
,

.

‘1
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WM" “MT CW0,“ no formal standing in Jacksonville, its ongoing citizen
patrols hate increased organizational power to informally control both criminal

behavior and {Winston of city services.

Although there is no formal police

POM“ both Noni-MUCH and the city are on notice that HSCC and its
volunteers \Hll interact on a regular basis. with predictable outcomes.
CDlOM‘mC'”

Ps'rwmk‘l

Law

hznc learned through experience that the Patrol is

accurate in its assessment of street situations and does make their job easier,
given prompt response

(‘riminals limit their antisocial behaviors and desist

when the Patrol cotiies by. since they know that law enforcement ofﬁcers Will
be contacted and “I” respond

The city. through repeated contacts of HSCC

and its members documenting service needs and insisting on prompt city action,

has learned that it is easier to provide service than to deal with repeated
Both are instances in which the proverbial squeaky wheel has been

requests

the grease. and in which neighborhood residents have experienced

getting

cniptmermcnt through insistence upon appropriate governmental response.

(il\Cll

Springfield.

the

racial

Anderson's

and class diversity present

model of street interaction

in

both Central

and

has some applicability,

although it is most Lllrccll} applicable to Springfield whose racial diversity is less

complex

In Springfield. Deborah Davis of SEM noted stereotypes and cultural

This
misunderstanding regarding Black street-comer and front porch socializing.
.
misunderstanding has resulted in perception of harassment by the street patrols

m.
whose members honestly do not appear to understand the proble

Black

scene in Springfield.
socialization continues. nonetheless. to dominate the street
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In (cmml' mum mechanisms are Operative. in that Black hegemony
“WW“ d"”“”*”” “W Public spaces. such as the park.

When the park ﬁrst

opened. 81'4“ )Wlh Vtent so far as to inform others that it was a "Black

Park." and ”1:11 others were not welcome there.

This led to harassment of

WhilCS. NJUW Americans. and Asians, who avoided the park for a time, until
the public dedication of that facility clariﬁed its true nature as a park for all.
Still. especiall)

when large groups of Black youth have congregated there,

members of other races tend to avoid the site.

A tilde \.tflcl} of residents often raise the problem of street crime at

CMA meetings

Most are especially concerned about the "minority youth" and

"gangs" netted as being the source of crime problems.
with the stereut)pes noted in Anderson’s article.

This is. again. consistent

The street etiquette mentioned

by Anderson is most pronounced on major routes such as Chicago Avenue and

Lake Street in (‘entral

There. at bus stops and major intersections. people of

different races studiousl) avoid looking at each other directly.

Especially near

dusk. middle class or white collar workers almost run down the street.

This is

the passage through the neighborhood. where those uncertain of the speciﬁc
etiquette expect speed to get them through.

On smaller through streets.

interaction is more open and informal. even among races.

At all times it is

in particular
quite spontaneous among members of the same race, with Blacks

often blocking the street with their cars to stop
acquaintances passing b).

and chat with friends or
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E‘CCP‘ 1” "m” POCKL‘tx "risk averse" Property owners have not entered
either fem”! or Springfield l” Sitinificant numbers

Where there are a few

conflicts mm M mu“ dC‘rld b) Clay (Clay. 1980) may occur between

re—‘lommm‘l‘ Mid other residents.

These conﬂicts include disputes over the

importance “1 “”‘cm‘w‘. sum as decorative street lighting and tennis courts

subsidized hmmng' ””d hN‘m‘ dcSignation itself.

Long term lower income

residents fear displacement by either rising taxes and rents or burdensome

maintenance and restoration requirements.

The Springfield project has at least

attempted to address these fears, the preservation community in Minneapolis has

ignored thetn
l‘iilil.e (la). 1 il.t\c not noted the primary conﬂicts to be between old
and new residents. but between proponents of gentriﬁcation and proponents of
affordable housing and reasonable maintenance costs. Some of the gentriﬁcation
proponents in ('entral neighborhood hate been long term residents of moderate

means who haw been consinced b) newcomers that inexpensive money would

be available to restore their homes

Rather than concentrate on basic needs

such as parks, schools, libraries, and crime prevention. these individuals have

directed their energs

tonards petitioning for decorative street lights and a

historic district. based on unrealistic statements such as: "[The police] will have

to pay attention to our complaints when we are historically designated," and

"There is a lot of nione) for restoration of historic homes.“4

Although some

designation proponents had purchased their homes through subsidized, low and

moderate honlCO\\nL‘r\hlp

programs.

and one has since defaulted

on

his
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””1““ m“ ”bluw ‘0 ”NM 0‘ rental property or subsidized housing 0n
the block

lwcntuall) the} eoniinced a number of neighbors of the soundness

of their position. .ind excluded the rest from any public discussions.

The Healy

Block htHe dhlrlel resulted from their efforts. At present, 25% of the block‘s
Slmt‘lurc‘ 514’“ C'lll‘U- 41nd the preservationists‘ unrealistic goals have resulted
in social lmgmeututiou on the block and have stymied blOCk revitalization,

through “Kl.” dhullll) iiiitl luck of funding for their desired "museum quality
restoration" ol single Litiiil), owner Occupied homes.

In Springfield there were more inmovers than in Central Neighborhood.
and the lc.it\ ol SPAR noted ubote are typical of those described by Clay.

Conflict CHX‘IICIKL‘L] between the Patrol and young Blacks. who perceive Patrol

JCUHI)

ih il.tl.l\\lllClll, iilso follows (‘liii's description.

There is a wide

dlx‘Gitllk‘) between the lllL'OnlC\ of the richest and the poorest residents in

Springfield
litmeiei. the nuuorit} of both llS(‘C's and CNIA'S conﬂicts have been
with gotetntiiettt oil'iemls met proxision of adequate public services.

neighborhoods lune Luge populations of families with children.

Both

The oldest

structures in both neighborhoods hover iiround the 100 year old mark.

Both

neighborhoods also eoiit.iin significant numbers of moderate income and blue
collar residents. although economic diversity is more pronounced in Central.

In

upgrade
these aspects. both neighborhoods fit the proﬁle of the incumbent
neighborhood
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[anally (1'4) with that in all successfully upgr
ading neighborhoods 1-4

unit structures

predominate

Both Central and Springﬁeld

ﬁt this proﬁle

'
Central to a .urcalcr dcur
L a‘ v. tilt Its
more than 80% small structures, while

Spnngl'cm “"‘ldm‘ (“CF 70 . structures with fewer than ﬁve housing units

CLAY'S REVITALIZATION MODEL
Distinguishing Factors

EACIQRS

BEHIBIEICAIIQN

Population

Middle Class
Lower Class

Number of Children

Few

W
Blue Collar
Moderate Income

Many

Predominant Conﬂict

Old vs New Residents

Population Displacement

Common

Unusual

Location

Near Downtown

Variable

Area Size

Small

Large

Structure Size

1-4 Unit

1-4 Unit

Structure Age
Years

45% Over 100 Years Old

Residents vs. Govemment Entities

90% Less than 100
Lulu: a. Spain 1%0

Table IV

(luvs \ttlrh. unlike those of Berry and Downs. found no substantial
private reimcqment In areas with signiﬁcant high-density.
“momma or complcxce

large resxdential

It is possible that the necessary costs involved in
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mnoxdllon

projcglx of \uch magnitude are pro
hibitive. and that, with the

decrcusc in Lu lnL'CnIl\C\ for pedlC
investment in rental properties, interest
in
rental ln\C\IntCnl\ hm wmcd
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CRITICAL FACTOR ANALYSIS
Critical factors for successful revitalization of residential neighborhoods
may be deﬁned in ﬁve basic realms. These realms are the locational/geographic,
the

aesthetic/perceptual,

political/formal.

the

social/interactional,

the

economic,

and

the

Berry (1985) has deﬁned the ﬁrst four major realms for the

speciﬁc case of gentriﬁcation.

I have added the ﬁfth realm, to represent

underlying governmental polity, laws and regulations which contribute positively
or negatively to the feasibility of revitalization.

Factors which ﬁt into one or

more similar realms have been more generally deﬁned by Schoenberg and
Rosenbaum (1980), Clay (1980), Ahlbrandt et_a.l.(l982), and Wireman (1984).
These will be discussed as analysis of each factor proceeds; the factors provide

a framework for analysis of how successful the Springﬁeld project appears to

be, how it might be improved, and whether its approach might be applicable

in Central neighborhood.

Locational/Geographic Success Factors
Locational or geographic factors are important for a number of reasons.
First, the location of a neighborhood relative to downtown, commercial areas,

Public services, parks, schools, transportation, and other amenities is directly

Proportional to its desirability as a place to live.

Presence of these or other

amenities within the neighborhood may also attract and retain new residents.

Second, relative commuting distances from the suburbs to the workplace may
increase the desirability of urban living.

If commuting is relatively expensive
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or time-consuming, minor inconveniences of living in the city become less
important.

Third, if a neighborhood is located next to others which have been

revitalized, interest in residing there increases.
Clay (1980) notes that revitalization is generally more effective in those
neighborhoods containing predominantly small structures, with one to four units
each.

Deﬁnition of structure size is partly locational, based on where such

structures have been built in the past, and partly political/formal, in that reuse
and new construction are limited by existing zoning codes.

A factor not

specifically noted by Clay is the possible relatedness of percentage of small

structures to percentage of owner-occupants; ownership of a small structure is
likely to be more economically feasible than ownership of a large one, especially

for the property owner of modest means.

Occupancy in one’s own duplex,

triplex, or fourplex also provides an immediate, aesthetically-based incentive for

maintaining the property well; the owner is always there and has to see the
property all the time.

He or she directly benefits from its appearance and

soundness in addition to being able to share in any tax beneﬁts of building
maintenance for rental use.

Springfield performs well on locational factors.

It is directly north of

downtown Jacksonville, and within walking distance of both downtown, with its
many employers, and the University-Methodist hospital complex, a major
employer.

d on its
A new (built in 1991), magnet elementary school is locate

northern boundary. A chain of parks follows part of its western boundary, and
some tot lots have been built within Springﬁeld’s boundaries, after the need for
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play space was suggested by the parents’ group of SEM.

About three-quarters I

of available housing is low density, containing fewer than ﬁve living units. This
conforms to Clay’s observation that neighborhoods with smaller structures appear
to succeed at revitalization.
Local commercial

streets divide the neighborhood

providing an easily accessible commercial area.

into

quadrants,

At present, this zone is

dominated by pawnshops, secondhand stores, and a shoddy-looking discount
store which has been exempted from historic preservation standards.

However,

the dividing line between secondhand furniture and antiques is largely one of

age, many of the storefronts contain interesting architectural details, and
renovation and marketing could bring in some new businesses, change the
orientation of a few others, and radically change public perceptions of both
Eighth and Main Streets.

The Jacksonville area has the largest land area of any American city as
a result of the 1968 merger with Duval County.

Commuting from suburban

areas is slow, and housing costs, on average, are much higher than those in
Springfield.

However, Clay (1980) and many others indicate that most urban

pioneers move from other city locations rather than from the suburbs, and there
are a number

of other historic

districts,

such as Riverside-Avondale,

in

Jacksonville, which are further along in their revitalization and more likely to

attract inmovers.

The other areas are somewhat further from Downtown, but

their relative safety may compensate for the distance, and attract some new
residents who might otherwise locate in Springfield.
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Central neighborhood is not within easy walking distance of downtown
Minneapolis, but is an easy bicycle commute, only about a ten to ﬁfteen minute
bus ride, and a ten minute drive via the freeway, even at rush hour.

Park

and Portland Avenues are one-way streets providing direct routes to and from
downtown with few delays, even during rush hour. Central contains a number
of amenities within its borders: a branch library, a new park with a full double
gymnasium, an elementary school complex on its eastern boundary, a new

magnet school, set to open in 1993 and about to begin construction, a
community center with a wide variety of programs and services on its southern

border, and a number of outstanding community gardens.

The neighborhood

is also about ten minutes by car from Lake Calhoun and an easy walk, from

its eastern side, to Powderhorn Park, a large community park containing trees,

hills, a fishing pond, both winter and summer sports opportunities, and diverse
community celebrations and programs.

The housing stock in Central is mostly zoned R1 to R4 residential, with
some "cluster" housing, a few coops, and over 65% single family or duplex.

"Cluster" housing consists of townhouses or similar single-family attached or

semi-detached structures.

An additional sixteen percent of housing units are

in three or four unit structures, suggesting that revitalization may be successful

based on existing zoning and housing stock.
Central’s major commercial streets are also boundaries, Lake Street to the
north, Chicago Avenue to the east, and Thirty-eighth Street to the south.

secondary

commercial

street,

Fourth

Avenue,

approximately

bisects

A

the
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neighborhood and passes a number of small comer stores, the library, the park
and new school, and the local Black newspaper’s editorial offices.

A new ﬁre

station is under construction at the corner of Fourth Avenue and Thirty-eighth
Street.

The predominant businesses in the neighborhood are small corner stores,
but there are a large number of restaurants, including many serving ethnic
foods, on Lake Street.

There are also a number of Oriental grocery and gift

stores and an African grocery. A Hispanic grocery/gift store scheduled to move
into an now-vacant storefront on Lake Street.

Additional businesses include

some clothing stores, outlet ﬂoor and wall covering stores, a large shoe store,
and a number of used car lots.

About fourteen stores are currently vacant, and CNIA’s Development
Committee is actively seeking tenants for them.

This effort includes available

funding for facade and handicapped accessibility improvements, with a 1:]

match, maximum grant of $1,500, for existing businesses and 2:1 match,
maximum grant $2,000, for new occupants of storefronts vacant for three

months or more.

The diversity of businesses may act as an enticement for new

residents to consider Central, as a location from which one may walk with equal

ease to a Thai, a Mexican, or a Bar-b-que restaurant, and purchase Oriental,
African, or Hispanic clothing, crafts, foods and condiments. Existence of unique

businesses, while identifying the neighborhood geographically, can also contribute
to positive perceptions of the neighborhood as an aesthetically-diverse and

visually-interesting place in which to live.
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Aesthetic/Perceptual Success Factors
Aesthetic or perceptual factors are subjective in nature, but may be
measured by a number of objective indicators, including numbers of historicallysignificant sites or repairable architecturally-distinct homes in the area, and public
opinion polls.

These factors impact on the desirability of a neighborhood

through its visual appeal, historic significance, perceived safety, and perceived
status.

In gentriﬁed neighborhoods, as "risk averse" residents enter, the

perceived safety and status of a neighborhood become more important. In early
stages of gentriﬁcation, safety and status are relatively less important than
perceived historic or architectural significance.

Both

Springfield

and Central

contain large numbers of relatively

inexpensive, potentially-charming homes in repairable condition.

The average

property in Springfield is less expensive, both actually and in comparison with

other city locations, than the average property in Central.

Average property

values in Central are about ﬁfteen percent below those in Minneapolis, while

average property values in Springfield are less than one fourth those of in Duval

County/Jacksonville as a whole. However, a larger percentage of the properties
in Springﬁeld than in Central are in need of major repair.

Springﬁeld has more historic signiﬁcance than Central, due to its role in
spearheading Jacksonville’s recovery after the great fire of 1901 leveled most of
the city.

Central, in contrast, is simply another of a number of streetcar

suburban areas which developed around the year 1900.

One advantage of
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Central for attracting residents is the very large number of large old homes

along Park and Portland Avenues, in the middle of the neighborhood.
Both Springﬁeld and Central have image problems, in that they are not
seen as safe areas and are presented by local media as the personification of the
"wrong side of the tracks."

At the urban pioneer stage in which both appear

to be mired, this may not present a major problem.

However, should

gentriﬁcation, rather than incumbent upgrading, occur, attention will need to be

paid to safety issues.

These issues are being addressed in different ways in

the two neighborhoods.

Springﬁeld, as noted above, has instituted a citizen

patrol.

Patrol members are in contact with "main base," at the HSCC office,

by two way radio.

They report any suspicious situations, such as apparent

break-ins, loiterers, prostitution or drug dealing, as well as damage to private

property and needed repairs to streets, signs, lights, and similar public property.

Central has considered initiating a patrol, but has been primarily working, to

date, through the mechanism of block clubs and the SAFE neighborhood
liveability program.

Springfield’s patrol program reduced street crime by approximately thirty
percent during its ﬁrst year of operation.45 However, public perception of the
neighborhood is still rather negative, and until that improves, full revitalization
is unlikely.

Central also continues to have image problems, and the new

Executive Director of CNIA, Alan Ickler, sees crime reduction and improved

public perception as major requirements for successful stabilization and economlc
.

revitalization of Central neighborhood.

46
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Social/Interactional Success Factors
Social or interactional factors are important for both inﬂux and retention
of new residents.

They are also signiﬁcant for effective functioning of the

neighborhood as a whole in advocating for and addressing residents’ needs,
including both revitalization and obtaining needed municipal or county services.
Effective social functioning is necessary in order to resolve conﬂicts both within
the neighborhood and between the neighborhood and outside forces, such as
governmental or other institutions.

A strong, effective neighborhood advocacy

group is a strong asset in resolving both internal and external conﬂicts which
are bound to arise in the course of revitalization, as a variety of discrepant

groups’ interests and preferences interface. Effective neighborhood organizations

are more likely to have the ability

to be proactive, presenting the type of

neighborhood vision needed in order to plan for appropriate revitalization, rather
than constantly reacting to external forces.
Whether revitalization results from gentrification or upgrading may change

the neighborhood’s

social structure.

Changes in social structure and

the
demographics are not necessary for successful upgrading; by definition,
original population remains stable in an upgrading neighborhood.

However,

public
Successful gentrification, according to Downs, requires distance from
housing and an inﬂux of higher income, small family units (singles, childless
couples or couples with perhaps one small child).

It thus results, of necessity,

in the type of social or class conﬂict described by Clay.
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Schoenberg and Rosenberg (1980) and Wireman (1984) focus their

attention on critical social factors for neighborhood viability.
include

longevity

of formal

or informal

organizations,

Major factors

their ability

to

communicate among each other and across socioeconomic, racial and other
groups, and assist in residents’ accessing needed city services.

Wireman notes

particularly the importance of convenient public meetingplace availability as a
contributing factor to continuing communication across class, race and status

barriers.47
Significant social factors in both Springﬁeld and Central neighborhoods
include racial and class diversity, fear of youth gangs and crime, existence of

many church, social and community organizations, and availability of public
space for meetings and social events.

Springﬁeld is less racially diverse than

Central, and has one major gap to span, that of Black-White communication.
Central, with significant Black, Native American, and Asian populations, needs

to form a network of communication bridges; one of CNIA’s unrealized goals
for the past several years has been increasing participation of Asian and Native

American community members.

Each neighborhood has one or more ongoing

conﬂicts, which existing organizations have attempted to resolve with differing
degrees of success.

The extent to which conﬂicts can be resolved and

communication gaps bridges will be a critical factor for revitalization success.
In Springfield, the demographic split is primarily between Blacks and
WhiteS, with small (less than 100 each) numbers of Hispanic, Native American,

Asian, and "other."

Most of those with higher incomes are White; local Black
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residents are mostly poor.

Interaction takes place against the background of a

quintessentially Southern city, in which even school desegregation
was not agreed
upon until 1991, over thirty-five years after Brown 1. Board of Educa
tion
became the law of the land. During that time there were neighborhood schools
,
and those located in Springﬁeld were "black schools."

The existing school

buildings are all quite old, and in need of repairs; as part of the new
desegregation agreement between the Duval County School Board and the
NAACP, they have been closed, may be reused for targeted programs, and the
new elementary magnet school has been built just north of Springfield.
One problem noted by Phyllis M. Robinson of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation was insensitivity of the School Board to the design goals

implemented in the Springfield project.48 Community members were concerned
that the new school’s architectural design harmonize with existing structures, and
that sound existing structures be moved, rather than destroyed, to make room
for the school.

They found the school hierarchy difficult to work with;

eventually, buildings were moved for future restoration.

However, the schools

were unwilling to consult with SPAR or the National Trust on design issues.
Parents, through SEM, also expressed some concerns about childrens’ safety at

the new location, near the railroad tracks.

The new school is a massive stucco

structure with a high fence put in for childrens’ safety, which has been described
as "prisonlike," and is not harmonious with existing structures.

Another major social difficulty in Springfield is the tenuous nature of
funding for many of the organizations.

SEM has functioned for six months
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with only a part time director, who apparently has been unsuccessful at raising
ongoing salary funding.
of funding.

HSCC recently lost its Executive Director, due to lack

SNHS has independent

funding sources, and works with a

consortium of local banks to provide ﬁnancing for home purchase and
renovation; its funding is the most stable of any participating organization.
While all organizations involved have applied for and received some new funding
since 1990, participants agree that the National Trust’s connections and prestige
have been instrumental in access to funding sources.

It appears that there is

no guarantee of stability for most of the participating organizations after the

National Trust has ended its commitment in 1995."9

appears

Central
Springfield.

to have more organizational

stability

than

does

CNIA, Sabathani Center, and Southside Neighborhood Housing

Services each have a relatively stable core of funding and credibility within the
community and the city power structure.

CNIA crossed the boundary between

being primarily reactive and becoming proactive in 1985, with conceptualization

and initiation of the 3100 Clinton blockwide revitalization

acceptance of extemally-imposed cluster housing.

process instead of

Since that time, CNIA has

kept effective pressure on School, Park and Library Boards to maintain services

appropriate to the area. CNIA also organized neighborhood activists and gained

effective media attention for its efforts to halt the bankruptcy sale of a former

"Sauna" to an individual whose primary work experience had been in the field
of prostitution.
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The Economic Development Committee of CNIA has sought and received
funding from a number of new sources within the past year; the organization’s
funding base is broadening, and it has taken on increasingly complex issues and
projects.

A core group of neighborhood activists and three permanent staffers

monitor private and government actions which may impact on the neighborhood,
call meetings as necessary, and attend meetings and public hearings regularly.

A continuing problem for CNIA is the need to harmonize diverse
personalities and opinions in the neighborhood. Recently, a CNIA staffer wrote

an opinion piece for the local paper in which he stated that corporal

punishment had been part of what enforced behavioral expectations of youth in
past years.

A Board member, graduate student and community resident who

opposes any physical punishment became very upset about this, and the staffer

was forced to retract his statement in order to keep the peace.

My personal

opinion was that the staffer had a right to clearly express his opinion, and that

another’s discomfort with that opinion was insufficient ground for violation of

the Staffer’s First Amendment rights.

Another recent conflict has resulted in

CNIA staff encouraging false reporting of a neighborhood resident to Child .
Protection for breastfeeding a child past infancy, on the grounds that another

resident was "offended" by that childrearing style. It iS clear that CNIA iS not
yet secure enough in acceptance of diversity or in its self-perception to accept

either divergent styles or opinions when publicly aired.

eements
Another, ongoing difficulty is the attempt to "mediate" disagr
about historic designation on the "Healy Block."

To date, CNIA has been
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ineffective in facilitating any discussion, since past and present plans have been
based on the assumption that all problems result from racial and class

differences on the block.

According to Alan Ickler, this analysis is based on

what funding sources wish to hear, in order to approve planning grants”.
However, if the assumption is faulty,

"solutions" based upon it may be wide

of the mark.

Actually, all but three occupied households on the block have "majority"
residents, and the Black residents have not been systematically excluded from
decisionmaking processes. Most conflicts on the block have not involved racial
or class disparity at all, but disagreements about appropriate process and the

need to provide full information and conduct open discussion about, and costbenefit analysis of, historic designation.

Excess costs resulting from Heritage

Preservation Commission requirements for construction and maintenance have led

to economic hardship for some block residents.

These residents are resentful.

They see the designation as contrary to their property interests, and detrimental

to their economic interests; one has even suggested a lawsuit against designation
proponents. 51

While Central has organizations which are well-funded, long-lived, and
capable of being proactive and monitoring political and other decisions, the
major community organization is still attempting to gain the skills necessary to
analyze,

confront and resolve conﬂicts within its own

surrounding neighborhood.

structure and the

Until these skills have been attained, development
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is likely to be stymied in localities, such as Central, where residents disagree
strongly about either desired ends or the means to their attainment.

Economic Success Factors
Both supply side and demand side economic factors are signiﬁcant for
revitalization, because they impact on the willingness and ability of residents to
buy and maintain property in a given area. Relative costs, available financing,
and tax beneﬁts or detriments all contribute to this realm.

Downs’ analysis of

economic success factors for gentriﬁcation differs in one important aspect from

Clay’s; Clay cites predominance of small structures, while Downs notes presence

of multifamily buildings easily converted to condominiums. This difference may
be based upon who is investing in the neighborhood.

Clay appears to

emphasize indigenous and owner-occupant investment; Downs’ analysis may

include large investors as well. Small investors will be more successful obtaining
resources to improve small structures.

Large public or private entities will ﬁnd

restoration of large structures and subsequent managements as apartments or sale

of their parts as condominiums to be more cost effective.

Signiﬁcant supply side economic factors for successful revitalization,
especially through owner occupant investment in the neighborhood, include a
loose housing market leading to reasonable acquisition costs, available ﬁnancing,

and restricted opportunities for suburban homebuying-

Supply Side factors

encouraging investment in private, nonresident investment include, in addition to
the above factors, absence of rent control, ﬁnancing and tax beneﬁt availabilitY»
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and presence of multifamily buildings suitable for apartments or condominium
conversion.

Demand side economic factors include rising real income, which is

available for investment or property improvement and confidence in an improved
economic future for the area invested in.
have different outcomes.

Combinations of these factors will

For example, if real incomes are rising and homes

cost the same amount in urban and suburban locations, but no ﬁnancing is
available for urban property acquisition,
city decreases.

the likelihood of reinvestment in the

If suburban housing is extremely expensive relative to urban

housing and ﬁnancing is equally available, reinvestment in the city increases.

Similarly, if tax benefits and targeted financing availability accrue from urban

acquisition and renovation, investors will act in their best financial interests and

buy properties in the city.

If the city government raises assessed valuation

unrealistically high relative to property improvements, investors and homeowners

will be discouraged from improving their properties.

Lack of incentive to maintain properties eventually leads to visible decline
in the condition of the entire area.

Even when government agencies seem

neither to notice nor to care about this, remaining businesses may become

concerned.

If this occurs, neighborhood reinvestment may be initiated or

facilitated by private sector forces.
Ahlbrandt M. (Ahlbrandt, Friedman and Shabecofl” 1982) analyzed
corporate private sector involvement in a variety of revitalization projects during

the 19705 and def'med three avenues for corporate investment in neighborhoods.
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These are direct investment, cooperative venture, and corporate support for
organizations. 52

Direct investment often occurs adjacent to a corporation’s headquarters,
when local decline threatens the corporation’s image or its ability to get and
retain employees.

An example of direct investment in one of the study

neighborhoods is Honeywell Corporation’s commitment to providing funding for
home repair and for renovating and moving sound homes which would otherwise
be razed to make way for corporate physical expansion.

Cooperative ventures with neighborhood organizations provide funding and
technical knowledge to organizations which provide their own knowledge of

organizing and planning for residents they represent.

Examples of cooperative

ventures in the study neighborhoods include the bank consortium working with

Springfield Neighborhood Housing Services to provide targeted homeownership
loans and the public-private-nonprofit partnership for block revitalization in
Central Neighborhood.

Funding of neighborhood organizations is often provided through a
nonproﬁt foundation funded by the corporation. The specific example cited by
Ahlbrandt is the Dayton Hudson Corporation’s support of the Whittier Alliance,

in the neighborhood located directly northwest of Central, across Lake Street
and Interstate Route 35W.

Both Dayton Hudson and Honeywell have also

provided support for specific programs of CNIA.

The major supply-side difficulty in both Springfield and Central prior to
present revitalization efforts was redlining, resulting in lack of funding through
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usual lenders such as banks and mortgage companies.

Suburban housing was

relatively available in both locations, until recent downturns in the housing
market.

The incentive to buy in the city was not there, nor was funding

available.

Increased mortgage availability for residential purchase and restoration has
been a major focus of the Springﬁeld project, as the National Trust noted that
one reason for continued decline was the lack of housing in "move in" condition
and of funding to improve and maintain existing structures.

Area banks, in

conjunction with SNHS, have formed a consortium which has committed $3.5

million for first mortgages and rehabilitation/construction loans. In addition, the

city has committed $150,000 in targeted homeowner loans and $600,000 in
targeted rental rehabilitation loans.

The amount of funding available in Springfield is deceptively low,
however. The Jacksonville Planning Department has estimated that typical inﬁll

housing construction costs about $30,000-$40,000 per unit.53 Rehabilitation and

restoration costs vary. According to Robert Disher, some private builders have
purchased bungalows for $5,000 or $10,000, spent $15,000 to $20,000 on

renovation consistent with historic requirements, and then sold them for $40,000.
The SPAR-SNHS low/moderate income housing program, at the other extreme,

spent over $100,000 artistically restoring a home which then sold for $50,000.54

In Central neighborhood, construction costs of compatible inﬁll housing
have generally been in the $70,000 to $100,000 range.

Those properties owned

by MCDA were acquired for $5,000, $10000, and $5,000, respectively. Estimates
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for historically-acceptable renovation of the three properties were obtained, based
on the size of each and local "industry standard" costs, and ranged from
$179,600 to $211,700, for total acquisition and renovation costs of $184,600,
$200,000, and $216,700, respectively.

MCDA staff estimate the maximum

realistic selling price of homes in Central Neighborhood at present to be about
$75,000, which would require government subsidies of between $104,600 and
$136,700 for each property.

Some of the cost differences between the two

neighborhoods have been due to the need for basements and additional
insulation in the cold north, adding to material costs, and the power of unions
in Minnesota, resulting in higher labor costs.

In order for a comparable

amount of rehabilitation and construction to be accomplished in Central

neighborhood, two to three times as much funding would be required.

"Redlining" is still seen as a major difﬁculty in Central neighborhood,
although funding availability has improved.

Funding has been made available

in CNIA’s project areas, through the MCDA.

Local banks, including

Marquette, Twin City Federal, Norwest, and First Bank Systems, have recently

begun targeting inner city neighborhoods for owner-occupant financing.

Some

programs, such as Twin City Federal’s, lend only to low income people; others,

as Marquette’s, are more ﬂexible in their administration and will even lend to
middle class people wishing to buy in Central.

The latter type of program is

desirable, as it will lend to increasing neighborhood diversity, rather than further
"ghettoizaton" or gentrification through lack of available funding.
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Neither Central nor Springﬁeld has any form of rent control, although
the Springﬁeld project has made an additional commitment to keeping about
25% of available housing affordable to low income persons.

Both areas have

been somewhat negatively impacted by economic recession, although the Upper

Midwest has been less affected than parts of the South.

Still, costs are higher

in Minnesota, so that the relative impact of recession is probably about the
same, if not higher in Minnesota.

Demand for urban residence and historic

housing appear comparable in the two neighborhoods as well.

Political/Formal Success Factors
The political\formal realm encompasses such factors as current zoning,
law, and regulation, as well as legally-defined political structures which impact

directly on the social and economic realms. Favorable zoning or zoning changes
to decrease density can contribute enormously to the possibility of revitalization,

by increasing the number of structures with four or fewer living units, those

defined by Clay as most likely to contribute to neighborhood revitalization.
State laws or executive orders, such as Florida’s Executive Order No. 87-101,
mandating comprehensive city planning including consideration of historic

resources, support gentriﬁcation, or at least revitalization consistent with
Department of the Interior standards for historic buildings.

Historic Preservation ordinance can also facilitate
depending on its application.

Availability of a

or limit development,
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Formal

historic

designation,

as

on

the

Healy

Block

in

Central

Neighborhood or the entirety of Springﬁeld Neighborhood, impacts directly on
both incentives for revitalization and what can be included in revitalization.
Designation and zoning together have a major impact on tax consequences of
expenditures and thus on economic viability of any changes.

For example,

historic preservation tax credits apply only to commercial or income property.

Owner occupied, nonrental property is ineligible for preservation tax credits.
Restoration of a number of homes in a historically Black neighborhood in
Macon, Georgia was rendered financially feasible by stacking low income

(Section 8) and preservation tax credits to entice involvement of private investors

in a cooperative venture with a local nonproﬁt entity.55

Low income and

preservation tax credits are also part of the financing packages for restoration
by SPAR and SNHS of some rental duplexes in Springfield neighborhood.

Resident decisions, as on Healy Block, to limit property usage to single
family residential, owner occupied, severely limit funding source availability and

jeopardize the possibility of revitalization.56 Partly as a result of such decisions,
six properties of the twenty four on the block stand empty.

Three of those

were acquired by MCDA, but there is insufﬁcient funding to permit their

renovation as single family, owner-occupied homes.

appears unlikely to sell.

One is on the market, and

One was stripped of interior architectural detail, such

as original fixtures, fireplace mantles, and other woodwork, which were "put into

storage" by the owner prior to default and the mortgage company’s entering into

possession in late March. One stands condemned and empty, its absentee owner
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unable to afford the degree of restoration required by the Department of the
Interior guidelines.

Were the properties to be renovated as owner-occupied

duplexes, additional funding would be available for both renovation and
purchase financing.57

Appropriate zoning is crucial for successful revitalization.

For example,

Springﬁeld residents, as part of their design for revitalization, wished to decrease
population density.

A change in the zoning ordinance to require rezoning to

original use of any structures remaining vacant for over six months accomplished
this.

By use of the zoning mechanism, many buildings which had originally

been single family but had been used as multiple family prior to being
abandoned, were returned to their original use.

In Central, a "40 acre rezoning study" is currently underway.

This

process is undertaken by the Minneapolis Planning Department pursuant to a

1965 law permitting comprehensive rezoning of areas not less than 40 acres in

size within the jurisdiction of cities of over-100,000 population. An average city

block is approximately 3.1 acres in area, so the minimum area for rezoning is

about thirteen square blocks.

The study is being conducted based upon an

extensive land-use plan which was completed in 1981.

It is centered on Lake

Street and the approximately sixteen square blocks surrounding it to the north
and south.

CNIA’s interest in the study is in addressing commercial needs in the
Lake Street area and decreasing population density in nearby residential districts.

The Development Committee’s Lake Street Revitalization has made funding
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available for facade grants and streetscaping in conjunction with impending street
repaving and ongoing zoning changes recommended by the study.

Widespread

public discussion since 1988 has centered upon the utility of allowing light
industrial uses on Lake Street, when community residents are interested in
obtaining more consumer-oriented commercial businesses there.

Community

sentiment has favored more restrictive zoning, especially in proximity to
residential uses.

In other areas, such as the block immediately north of Healy

Block, commercial zoning, including renovation of older homes into ofﬁce space,
was seen as a possible buffer between the historic homes and more intensive

uses, which were viewed as less desirable for appropriate economic development

on Lake Street.
In Springfield, neighborhood organizations have attracted government

attention through constant communication and, when necessary, complaints. The

city has no apparent mechanism for formal recognition of neighborhood groups.

It is in the process of conducting state-mandated land use planning studies,

including recognition and evaluation of historic and architectural assets.
Springfield has worked with existing resources to lessen criminal activity and has
made some inroads

into improving its public image; some forty families and

individuals are waiting to purchase homes in the neighborhood.

However, the

the
extent of funding to carry out any neighborhood plans is unclear, and

ﬁnancial and political picture becomes ever murkier as one peers beyond the
National Trust’s five-year commitment.
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Minneapolis has both formal recognition of neighborhood groups and a

conduit, in the MCDA’s Citizen Participation Department, for their input.

It

has also funded a "Neighborhood Revitalization Program" (NRP), whose goal
is to receive and process input from neighborhood residents about their needs
and how these may best be met. Central is in the initial stages of planning as
an NRP participant neighborhood, having previously made some inroads into
economic development, residential revitalization, and program planning.

The city government appears well-intentioned, although the NRP is in its
infancy, currently without a director, and future outcomes of planning processes

and interaction with other existing bureaucracies are unpredictable. For example,

state departments are not bound by any provisions of neighborhood plans. One

clear goal of CNIA is economic revitalization of Lake Street, yet there is a fair

possibility that, in expansion of Interstate 35W, some or all access from the
Interstate to Lake Street may be lost. Such diminished access is likely to hinder

both ability of neighborhood residents to conveniently access other areas of
to
Minneapolis and Saint Paul and ability of residents of other neighborhood
access and patronize Lake Street businesses.

It would also reinforce the View

that Central neighborhood is not worth stopping in, but is a place to be sped
through.
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CONCLUSIONS

Critical factors for successful neighborhood revitalization fall within five
general realms.

These are the locational, aesthetic, social, economic, and

formal/political.

Together, they can define the likelihood of success for

revitalization of a particular neighborhood.
Two neighborhoods of approximately the same size, age, appearance, and

racial composition were compared.

One, Springﬁeld, is located in Jacksonville,

Florida and is the site of a large-scale pilot project combining historic

designation and restoration with affordable housing.

The other, Central, is

located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, has a small area designated historic and an

active neighborhood organization which has participated in a number of small
revitalization projects during the past decade.

It appears too early to tell whether the Springfield project is a true
success.

There is some disagreement as to this even within the neighborhood,

even though many critical factors suggest that some type of revitalization will

succeed.

Neighborhood location relative to downtown

very favorable.

and other amenities is

Springﬁeld has substantial historic and architectural interest,

providing a positive prognosis for improvement if substantial numbers of
residents or inmovers maintain interest in historic and architecturally-interesting
homes.

Longterm vitality of neighborhood organizations and their ability to
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maintain a funding base is of concern, given the inability of two of the four
participating

organizations

to retain

full-time directors and a history

of

fragmented resident participation dominated by the white local minority.
Longterm ﬁnancial feasibility is of concern, given some of the costs associated
with both infill housing and restoration, which are substantial when compared
with mean housing values.

In addition, while the Citizen Patrol has reduced

crime substantially, whether public perceptions of neighborhood stability, safety
and status will change sufficiently to render Springfield a neighborhood of choice

is still unclear.
Central’s accessibility to amenities, especially given the uncertain future of
Interstate access, is less outstanding than that of Springﬁeld.

Its historic

signiﬁcance is less, relative to the metropolitan area, than that of Springﬁeld,

although it contains a large number of interesting homes, most in better

condition than those in Springfield.
organized group of individuals who

Central does not have a significant
are interested

in history

or historic

preservation per 3;, although the neighborhood appears to have a more stable

general organizational base than Springﬁeld.

Its major community organization

of
has a broader base of participant and economic support, based on diversity

Board membership and its ability to maintain at least one full time paid staff
position through the past ten years, as well as official governmental recognition.

the
The organization needs to improve its ability to handle conﬂict within
e
neighborhood; this has not been as strong as its ability to coordinate concret

housing and related programs in the past.

A community center, a new park
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and a large number of social service agencies continue to participate actively in
community life.

Financial feasibility of residential "historic preservation" appears low unless
at least some is for purposes eligible for tax credits.

Costs associated with

construction are higher in Minneapolis than in Springﬁeld for a number of
reasons, including the climate, Building Code requirements for insulation and
basements, and the political climate, which strongly favors union member
employment.

Community perceptions of crime in Central and surrounding

neighborhoods still discourage its choice as a residential neighborhood;

one

factor independent of this perception is increased media coverage of suburban

which may ultimately level the perceptual playing field.

crime,

Other

Minneapolis neighborhoods which have experienced substantial housing and

economic upgrading during the past fifteen years, such as Lowry Hill East and
Uptown, are now neighborhoods of choice.

to live.

They are also more costly places

Whether Central will be able to upgrade without displacing large

numbers of current residents is open to debate, although in its block

revitalization, most displacement has been through attrition or has been
accommodated within the neighborhood.

Central has a good deal of local political support for anything its
residents wish to do, at least on paper.

City government has committed funds

to neighborhood revitalization efforts which are required to include substantial
resident input.
0f government

However, the program is new, and interaction with other levels
uncertain.

Still,

the neighborhood

and its residents and
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organizations maintain a higher degree of recognition and legitimacy within the
city because of the Neighborhood Revitalization Program.
Based on costs of "historic" revitalization, the degree of conflict generated
on even a small area where this has been attempted in Central, and funding
availability, a project of the scope of that in Springﬁeld appears unlikely to

succeed.

Perhaps if the conflicts on Healy Block can be resolved and

substantial funding acquired, this could function as a "pilot" within the

neighborhood.

Its location,

a block away from both the first block

revitalization and the Lake Street streetscaping project, is ideal and its visible

restoration, in conjunction with other ongoing projects, could substantially

improve the visual appeal of the northwest quadrant of Central and the
neighborhood’s image in the community.
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APPENDIX A:

The Charleston Principles

National Trust for Historic Preservation

A CALL TO ACTION FOR COMMUNITY CONSERVATION
Members of the national historic preservation community, assembled on October 20,
1990 in Charleston. South Carolina for the 44th National Preservation Conference,

sponsored by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. adopted unanimously the

following principles for comprehensive local government programs to conserve
community heritage and made a pledge to have these principles become part of the
policy of their communities.

We all on local leaders to adopt and act on these principles in order to improve their
citizem’ quality of life, increase their economic well-being, and enhance their
community’s heritage and beauty.

Panama I:

.
that give the
Identify historic places, both architectural and natural.

community its special character and that can aid 15 future well-being.

Pmscrrua II:

Adopt the preservation of historic places as a goal of planning for land
use, economic development, housing for all income levels. and
transportation

Pusan: III:

Create organizational, regulatory, and incentive mechanisms to facilitate

Pam-cm: IV:

preservation, and provide the leadership to make them work.

Develop revitalization strategies that capitalize on the existing value of
historic residential and commercial neighborhoods and properties, and

provide well designed affordable housing without displacing existing
residents.
Pmcm: V:

Ensure that policies and decisions on community growth and

development respect a community‘s heritage and enhance overall
livability.

Parsons VI:

Demand excellence in design for new construction and in the
stewardship of historic properties and places.

Panama VII:

ty‘s heritage to educate citizens of all ages and to build
Use a communi
.
civic pride.

.
.
' the cal rural diversity of communities and empower a diverse
Pruscrrm VII]. consti
Recognize
tuency to acknowledge, identify, and preserve America‘s cultural

and physiml resources.
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APPENDIX B:

Typical Structures in Springﬁeld and Central Neighborhoods

Stick Victorian Homes, built during the late 18803, in Central (above)

and Springﬁeld (below) Neighborhoods.
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S "Model Blocks" in Springﬁeld
Typical, large homes on one of the SNH
Neighborhood.
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ineteen-teens. in Central
Bungalow—style Homes. built during the mid-n
s.
(above) and Springﬁeld (below) Neighborhood
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Examples ol‘ brick Prairie style. multiple housing
in Cenlr ul (above) and
Springﬁeld (below) Neighborhoods.

_ l
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l
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ng in Central
Examples of stucco-exterior Prairie style, multiple housi
(above) and Springﬁeld (below) Neighborhoods.
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.,
a» 1!
(.1

a.

N

.I~ab'

Fourth Avenue in Central
Suburban. tract-style inﬁll housing on
the shallow roof pitches and
Neighborhood. built during the l970s. Note
box-like appearance ol‘ the structures.

nue South (revitalization block),
Homes on the 3100 block of Clinton Ave
similar roof pitch and proportions
in Central Neighborhood. Note the
(right) structures.
between the original (left) and inﬁll

lll

Deteriorated, low-income housing in the Central Neighborhood.

structure on the left has recently been condemned.

The

Restored "shotgun" housing in Macon, Georgia, ﬁnanced using a
combination of preservation and low income housing tax credits.
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PENDIX C:

Map of Springﬁeld Neighborhood
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APPENDIX D:

Springﬁeld Historic District Design Competition Implementation Plan

1. .Purposo - The design competition for the Springfield National
Register Historic District is intended to effectively interweave
the construction of replacement public housing and new housing for
low and moderate income families into the social, economic and
historic fabric of the neighborhood; and to develop models for
including resident participation in shaping their neighborhoods
future and design requirements for infill housing in other older
downtown neighborhoods.

2. Procedures - The National Trust for Historic Preservation will
provide overall management, coordination, and administration for
the project, and ensure compatibility of the design competition
with Springfield's revitalization goals.
Implementation of the
design competition will adhere to the following procedures:
a.

An Architectural Design Expert, chosen by The National
Trust, will establish the "nature and scope of the design
problem", chair an advisory panel to establish design
criteria and site specifications, develop competition
guidelines
and
requests
for
qualifications
for
architects, provide direction to the selection panel, and
prepare a technical report on the design competition as
a model for addressing public and affordable housing in
older downtown neighborhoods.

b.

The project advisory panel will include local, state,
regional, and national leaders in order to ensure that
design competition principles and criteria respond to the
needs and interests of residents in the neighborhood and
the City's overall housing goals, and that they reflect
the highest standards of design excellence and have value
and meaning for meeting low and moderate housing needs in
The advisory panel,
other older city neighborhoods.
chaired by the design expert, will establish the criteria
for the competition, develop design specifications for
for
procedures
establish
sites,
individual
the
competitively selecting up to 10 architects to design
replacement units, establish standards for selecting
designs, and appoint a selection committee to judge

The advisory panel will
entries in the competition.
include nine representatives from:
*
*

American Institute of Architects, Washington D.C.
The National Trust for Historic Preservation
- Center for Historic Houses

—
-

Historic Properties Department
Southern Regional Office in Charleston
Office of Financial Services
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*

City of Jacksonville
- Member of City Council
- Senior Staff of City HUD
- Senior Staff From Historic Landmarks
Commission
Blodgett Committee

*

The advisory panel will appoint a nine member selection
committee

from

organizations:
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

representatives

of

the

following

Florida state Historic Preservation Office - one

representative

Springfield Preservation and Restoration - one

representative
American Institute of Architects, Local Chapter - two
representatives
Springfield Ecumenical Ministries — one
representative

Historic Landmarks Commission - one design
professional representative
Springfield Neighborhood Housing Service - one

representative
Historic Springfield Community Council - one
representative
Neighborhood resident - one representative

In order to engender creativity and innovation in the
design of the proposed 20 public housing and 20 market
rate units on as many as 15 infill sites, up to 5
architects will be competitively selected by the advisory

board, based upon their professional qualifications and
their experience in developing design solutions for sites

Each
similar to those presented in Springfield.
commissioned architect will be invited by the advisory
panel to submit design solutions for the same four
The project selection committee
distinctive sites.

appointed by the advisory panel will select the architect
who has most successfully demonstrated an overall ability
to Create compatible design solutions for the four

distinctive sites.

The selection committee will judge entries against the
The
standards developed. by the advisory committee.
commissioned architects will submit plans and a written

presentation for each of their entries.
days,

the

commissioned

selection

designs.

committee

Each

will

architect

Over several
review

will

make

the

a

presentation to the selection committee, including a site

tour

entry.

and discussion

of

architectural

plans

for

Presentations must address how the design

each
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responds_ to the overall purpose and goals of the
competition, as well as applications of the design
princzples and criteria to the specific site.
The winning architect will be retained by the City of
Jacksonville to develop final drawings and bid documents

for the construction of all 40 units of infill housing.

Competition Timetable

-

City of Jacksonville acquires
infill housing sites
Appoint advisory panel

-

Submit entries

-

-

May 1991
June 1991

Select commissioned architects

October 1991

Select entries
Award contracts for final design
Begin construction
Complete construction

May
July
Fall
Through

April 1992

1992
1992
1992
1993

The design competition process and results will be
evaluated and disseminated both in terms of its impact on
and its nationwide
the neighborhood and the City,

application.

At the conclusion of the competition, The National Trust
will request the advisory panel, selection committee and
commissioned architects to submit written evaluations of
the project process and results against the purpose and
community
City officials,
goals of the project.
residents, and others with an interest in the project

will be invited to submit their comments as well.

A final report of the competition will be prepared by The
National

Trust and design expert.

The

report

on the

competition process will be presented in The National

Trust's Egzgm magazine in the Spring 1992

issue - - a

journal for 3,000 preservation professionals. Reprints
A full
of the article will be available at no cost.
technical report on the competition results will .be

published separately and available to interested parties
Results of the competition will also be
at cost.

reported

ix:

Eresezxatign Eggs,

Trust's 250,000 members.

reaching The National

The National Trust will make presentations on the result

of the design competition at its annual meeting in Fall

1992, as well as at other professional meetings and in
other journals.
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3.

lites - All sites to be included in the design competition are

to be approved for acquisition by the district councilperson and,

subsequently, by the full Council. The mix (public housing, market
rate) and number of units to be constructed on a particular site

are to be established prior to acquisition and approved by the
district councilperson.
Sufficient sites shall be acquired to
construct twenty public housing and twenty market rate units in
Springfield.
4.

Construction/Permanent financing a)

Public Housing - The twenty public housing units will be

constructed

development

utilizing

funds

and

fiscal

Duval

year

County

1991

0.5.

Housing

HUD

Finance

Authority contributory grant funds made available for
this purpose.
Since these units are considered as
replacement housing for those demolished at Blodgett,
U.s. HUD has already committed to fund construction,
subject to the availability of future appropriations. It
is anticipated that the City will recapture most, if not
all, of the site acquisition costs and architectural fees
and commissions associated with construction from these
U.S. HUD development funds for these twenty units.

b)

market.

Rate

-

Construction

financing

for

the

twenty

market rate units will be provided by local lenders.
In
order to encourage lender participation, the City will

provide for a percentage guarantee (to be determined by
negotiation) of the total construction cost which is
However, lender funds
estimated to be $1.3 million.
shall be used first in meeting any deficiencies prior to
the use of any City funds. The source of guarantee funds
may derive from the proceeds from the sale of south
Blodgett to the State.

The

twenty

market rate units

are to be permanently

financed by local lenders. However, the City would make
second mortgages of up to $10,000 available to assist
eligible home buyers (i.e. those bankable, owner-occupant
families earning 120 percent or less of the median family
income for the area) who could not otherwise qualify due

These funds would derive from
to over indebtedness.
south Blodgett to the State.
of
sale
the
proceeds from
The remaining portion of the purchase price would be
secured by a first mortgage from either conventional,
FHA, or bond financing sources. The purchase price shall

not exceed the 0.5. HUD established total development
cost limits. The purchaser shall be encouraged to make
a down payment of up to five percent (5%) of the sales
to be
price from his or her personal resources,
determined by ability to PBY-

The term of the City financed second mortgage shall not

exceed 30 years or be co-terminus with the applicable

first mortgage whichever is lesser. The mortgage shall
be secured by a deed of trust or mortgage upon the home
in favor of the city. Interest shall accrue at the rate
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of one percent (1%) per annum.
However, no interest
shall be charged for the first five loan years and no
payments of principal or interest shall be due during the

first five loan years.

repaid over

the

Thereafter the loan shall be

remaining loan term

in level monthly

payments of principal and interest.
The outstanding
principal and unpaid interest shall be due upon sale or
refinancing.
A local not—for-profit housing corporation shall act as

developer for the project: identify buyers, assist buyers
in obtaining first mortgage financing, establish a list
of qualified and interested builders from which the buyer

may choose,

and oversee construction.

Sources/Uses of runds - The source of funds for the
City's share of the Design Competition's costs is the
Blodgett Redevelopment budget (account #735076)
(a)

ﬂources of Iggds

City of Jacksonville*
otal

ou

es

ds

$120,000
0

(b) 2&22_2£_ZEBQE

National Trust - Coordination
Local Coordination

$ 13,500
9,000

Panel (Travel, Meeting, etc.)
Final Report/Publication

4,500
5,000

Design Expert

Subtotal

5 Architects/4 designs each
$1,500 X 20

5 Architects/travel and
Presentations
$2,000 X 5

*

48,000

5 80.000
$ 30,000

10,000

Subtotal

LiLJLQQ

Total Uses of Funds

$120,000

Land acquisition costs and architectural fees for final
designs are not included as they are intended for recapture

through sale proceeds.
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APPENDIX E:

Map of Central Neighborhood
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Contributing and Non-Contributing Structures in the Healy Block
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APPENDIX G:

Springfield Interview Questions

1. Please provide a copy of the demographics from the recent survey and
preliminary 1990 census results, if available.
2.

What are the terms for the loan and grant funds available?

3.

What is the degree of government involvement in the project at all levels?

4. Has there been a survey of the condition of housing in the neighborhood?
What were the deﬁning parameters of the survey and results?
5.

What were the guidelines used for historic designation in Jacksonville?

6. Have private developers become involved and how was that involvement
obtained/encouraged?
7. Provide crime statistics for comparison; have they or the crime proﬁle
changed in areas subject to initial development?
8.

What are acquisition and rehabilitation costs in Springfield?

9. What are formal/informal interactions between and among the relevant
governmental, business and community organizations and individuals (e. g. housing
inspections and preservation group, county road maintenance and everybody else.
the four "project partners")?

10. What are locations of business districts, how many are there, how long has
deterioration occurred and how far has it progressed, what percentage of
businesses are locally owned and what percentage chain/other owned, and is
there a business association or similar in any?

11. Has there been opposition from minority or low income residents? What
are their fears?

12. What form is outreach to low income/minority residents taking, how is
success being measured, how successful is it?

13. Having been involved in the process for over two years, what worked well
and what would you do differently?

12]

14.

What are stated lines of communication, where do they work well and

where does communication break down?

15. Where is the project on its timeline for rental or low income housing?
How 18 progress being measured?
16. Since the project began, has rate of homeownership increased, decreased or
remained the same? Has absentee property ownership increased, decreased or
remained the same? What is the percentage of resident displacement, and where
are residents going (renting elsewhere in neighborhood, buying, or out of
neighborhood)? What percentage of those leaving the neighborhood are renters
and what percentage are homeowners?

17. How is personal safety dealt with for SCOP volunteers? What is their
training, what is its emphasis, and how is safety addressed? How is liability for
the program or volunteers‘ actions dealt with by HSCC (e.g. insurance, training,

releases, etc)?

18. Where is the nearest police station, and are there any satellite "substations?"
I’d like a clearer idea of SCOP volunteer demographics and of volunteer
interaction with police.
19. What is the current situation regarding concerns of "harassment" by SCOP
volunteers, and how are concerns being addressed?

20. Have any changes in level or quality of city/county services or in public
employees’ attitudes been observed since designation or since institution of the
project?

21. What are transportation issues in the neighborhood and how are they
being addressed?

22. What was the result of the March city elections and how has it impacted/
is it likely to impact the project?

23.

How are employment/self sufficiency programs working?

How are they

organized, what is the bureaucratic (state/fed/county) context, and what role do
hospitals and other local employers play in developing programs?

24. How did you get the hospitals and other large employers to cooperate in
encouraging employees to locate in the immediate vrcrmty?

25. Is the issue of self-maintenance of residences and resident skill-building to
do same being addressed? How, with what degree of success, and how is
success being measured?
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26. Please provide further details regarding SEM’s clinic card/health care access
program, e.g. participation guidelines, how it dovetails with other health care
access programs, and hospitals’ role in the program. Provide copies of any
cooperative or other agreements.
27. What is SHARE’s protocol for tenant screening and property management,
or is this still being developed?

Further details on the PRIDE program, especially copies of relevant
28.
agreements would be useful. \

29. How was the nonprofit development arm of SNHS organized and what is
the interaction between it and SNHS?

30. How is the neighborhood zoned, how speciﬁc and complex is Jacksonville's
zoning code, and how has this/might this impact on the project.

31. How are conﬂicts between preservation standards and code enforcement
dealt with (e.g. where health code mandates covering lead based paint and

preservation standards won’t allow it, where housing code would require adding

a landing to entry stairs inconsistent with history or design, or similar
situations)?
32.

What other issues or programs have resulted from the project?
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